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About the Title of the Book



 

 

 

 

 

The meaning of the word CHEESE in the book - Who moved my Cheese, was metaphoric. 

It relates to the CHANGE. However, if we apply it in the business parlance, we can safely 

state CHEESE means super profit. Bread and butter are considered basic business. The 

title of this book is inspired from this thinking. In the times of social media, we all are living 

in coupled with usage of smart phone by people ranging from Kids to Senior Citizen & Tea 

Vendor to Prime Minister, across the globe, the word BREAD in the title of the book 

represent; Basics of Doing Business, Basics of Business Survival, Basics of Flourishing 

Business, Parameters that matter and Metrics worth running for. Everything fundamental, 

what it used to be is undergoing a change. Though business objective of making profit has 

remained the same, but its route has changed. This book is aimed to put readers on this 

new route of business survival and flourish in this new Sharing Economy where C 

(Customer)  to C (Customer) communication drives the business. Yes, a customer is 

communicating with many other customers & many other customers are communicating 

with even some more customers.     



 

 

 

 

 

Praise for the book



 

 

“Customer Experience to Counter VUCA and Disruptive Times:  

Retail is changing at a Fast Pace. Consumers are changing faster, thanks to Disruptive Technology 

and Multiple Screens. And yes, the On Line disruption is Impacting Operating Models of all 

businesses. How should businesses counter the VUCA situation all around ?? 

There is No Magic Formulae, Nor any Rocket Science to combat these challenges. 

The Author Passionately brings to us , his proposition about Customer Experience (CX). 

If Retail is Theatre that consumers need to enjoy- Designing and Delivering CX is the Key. 

He explains in detail, with lots of Live Examples, what CX means and how Organisation, whether 

Retail or Non Retail should go about Defining to Designing and Delivering CX on the ground.. 

His analysis of various companies reveals that, Customer Centricity is at the heart of Successful 

Companies. I am sure that, each one of you would have encountered many WOW moments and 

many more Horrible let downs by Airlines, Telecom and other Companies. 

Customer Centric Companies are obsessed with Customers Delight right from their Vision, Mission 

to their Product ,  Service & CX. The author proposes that every organisation should have a Chief 

Customer Experience Officer (CCXO ) to delight the customer. 

The book is written in a simple to read and ready to execute format. I am sure, you will enjoy reading 

this book. And without wasting any time, you will start designing your organisations CX....” 

Govind Shrikhande | Customer Care Associate & Managing Director | Shoppers Stop Ltd. 

"This book is very apt and timely for Indian market. Especially for hospitals, customer experience is 

critical and the book tells almost A to Z of it.” 

Joy Chakraborty, COO, Hinduja Hospital 

I have read a lot of management books, however this book stands apart especially for Indian 

businessmen. I am impressed with how simply Sunil Gandhi has explained one of the most important 

aspects of Customer Experience (CX). Citing Indian examples he drives home the point very clearly 

and I am sure readers will be able to embark on a CX improvement journey right way. 

Maman Choksi, Director, RE/MAX Gujarat, Director, Udgam School for Children.



 

 

 

 

    

    

“Feeling gratitude and not expressing it is like wrapping a present and not giving it.”“Feeling gratitude and not expressing it is like wrapping a present and not giving it.”“Feeling gratitude and not expressing it is like wrapping a present and not giving it.”“Feeling gratitude and not expressing it is like wrapping a present and not giving it.”    William Arthur WardWilliam Arthur WardWilliam Arthur WardWilliam Arthur Ward    AuthorAuthorAuthorAuthor
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“Some people don't like change, but you need to embrace change if the alternative is “Some people don't like change, but you need to embrace change if the alternative is “Some people don't like change, but you need to embrace change if the alternative is “Some people don't like change, but you need to embrace change if the alternative is 

disaster.”disaster.”disaster.”disaster.”    Elon MuskElon MuskElon MuskElon Musk    (Entrepreneur, engineer, inventor, investor, Founder Tesla Motors(Entrepreneur, engineer, inventor, investor, Founder Tesla Motors(Entrepreneur, engineer, inventor, investor, Founder Tesla Motors(Entrepreneur, engineer, inventor, investor, Founder Tesla Motors, SpaceX, SpaceX, SpaceX, SpaceX, PayPal, PayPal, PayPal, PayPal))))        
“Intelligence is the ability to adapt to change.”“Intelligence is the ability to adapt to change.”“Intelligence is the ability to adapt to change.”“Intelligence is the ability to adapt to change.”    Stephen HawkingStephen HawkingStephen HawkingStephen Hawking    (Physicist, cosmologist, author of A Brief History(Physicist, cosmologist, author of A Brief History(Physicist, cosmologist, author of A Brief History(Physicist, cosmologist, author of A Brief History    of time)of time)of time)of time)    



 

 

 

 

 

One More Book?



 

 

Everyone from Mahatma Gandhi to Peter Drucker to Narendra Modi has spoken about the 

importance of Customers (Citizen in the case of politicians). However, when a few months ago, I met some 

of the top & senior business executives from banking, insurance, healthcare, retail, housing finance, 

real estate, stock brokerage & utility companies in India to appraise them about the subject of 

customer experience and latest thinking in this space, either they were hearing what I was talking for 

the first time or their priorities were different and in some cases their budgets were very limited.     

Therefore the best option I thought was to write a book on the subject and let everyone across the 

industry and hierarchy know what kind of economy we are getting into or rather already into & why 

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE becomes critical, in this new world, for every business and 

Governments.  

It all started when I read the book ‘The Experience Economy’ by Pine & Gilmore a few years ago 

and was very impressed. My outlook on product, service and customer experience and approach to 

look at business value creation was deeply altered. Something must impact us colossally (breaking 

patterns is immensely important) to change us.  

Most enterprises never experience such massive change and remain the same, routine, boring and 

monotonous. Who likes anything boring? We almost always wish to run away from boring things. 

Routine is boring. Very boring. Absolutely boring. You may be offering a boring experience through 

your enterprise, but you will not like to receive boring experience, will you?  

One of the most popular authors of our times, Paulo Coelho had tweeted,  

“If you think adventure is dangerous, try routine - it’s lethal.” 

Should we not try to be interesting in whatever we do? How else will someone adore us? When we 

date our fiancée, don’t we try to impress her daily with something different, smart or surprising? We 

try to remain interesting and relevant. Despite it being a relationship of affection, it is still 

competitive and we strive to do something likeable, something out of the box almost regularly.    

As an enterprise, however, we expect our customers to remain loyal to us without us making any 

effort to remain relevant, interesting and likeable. To top this, we have all sorts of social media ruling 

our lives that help our customers share their experiences so easily. If you are an internet user, how 

many times have you purchased something of reasonable value without checking an online review of 

the product or service?  
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Brand building as it used to be, is over. Company driven one-way monologues like advertisements 

and sales brochures that used to get eyeballs are no longer relevant. Customers who kept silent at 

whatever treatment received are no longer as helpless or mute. They now have the lethal weapon of 

social media to turn to which can damage any brand severely.   

Before you form any opinion about this book, let me point out - this book is not about social media 

strategies. No. In these times of Facebooks and Twitters of the world, where Customer { C } to 

Customer { C } communication is a HAPPY reality, enterprises don’t need social media strategies. 

What they need is brand new business strategies.  

This `C to C’ communication world that we are in, is ruthless for business. C to C communication 

will reward companies offering the desired customer experience, but won’t wait to strip them and 

expose them, if they fail to do so.  

How an enterprise can protect its brand and become ready to offer the right customer experience is 

what we will explore in the pages that follow.  

In this sharing economy, Exposure is a given. How an enterprise prepares for and handles this 

exposure is what customers will see and share. The Bread is Moving and it’s moving faster than 

most of us realise.  



 

 

 

 

 

““““If you aren’t making a difference in other people’s If you aren’t making a difference in other people’s If you aren’t making a difference in other people’s If you aren’t making a difference in other people’s life,life,life,life,    you shouldn’t be in business, it’s as you shouldn’t be in business, it’s as you shouldn’t be in business, it’s as you shouldn’t be in business, it’s as 

simple.simple.simple.simple.’’’’’’’’    Richard BransonRichard BransonRichard BransonRichard Branson    Founder, Virgin GroupFounder, Virgin GroupFounder, Virgin GroupFounder, Virgin Group            
“There“There“There“There    areareareare    no traffic jams along the extra mile.”no traffic jams along the extra mile.”no traffic jams along the extra mile.”no traffic jams along the extra mile.”    Roger StaubachRoger StaubachRoger StaubachRoger Staubach    Founder, Jones Lang LaSalleFounder, Jones Lang LaSalleFounder, Jones Lang LaSalleFounder, Jones Lang LaSalle, Americas, Americas, Americas, Americas    
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“Be “Be “Be “Be MANIACALLY focussed on customers.”MANIACALLY focussed on customers.”MANIACALLY focussed on customers.”MANIACALLY focussed on customers.”    Jon BeekmanJon BeekmanJon BeekmanJon Beekman    CCCCEO EO EO EO ----    Man CratesMan CratesMan CratesMan Crates



 

 

 

 

 

One: 

ReReReReminisceminisceminisceminisce    Before You BBefore You BBefore You BBefore You Beginegineginegin



 

 

Recall the first day of your business. Recollect how desperate you were for your first customer. 

Reminisce how you were keen to give him far more than what you were selling. Reflect on the 

commitment you had given him about the product/service and about the after sales service.   

Ignite the similar passion and concern for your customer again and you have activated sustainable 

competitive advantage. Yes, it will sustain as long as you do not forget this and keep the focus sharp 

on the customer.    

If you do remember it all and can reignite the similar passion for customers now, no need to read any 

further. For everyone else, this book will have some value.  



 

 

    

    

    

“Sometimes things are the way they are and can’t be changed, other times it’s“Sometimes things are the way they are and can’t be changed, other times it’s“Sometimes things are the way they are and can’t be changed, other times it’s“Sometimes things are the way they are and can’t be changed, other times it’s    because no because no because no because no 

one ever tried. Your job is to find the latter.”one ever tried. Your job is to find the latter.”one ever tried. Your job is to find the latter.”one ever tried. Your job is to find the latter.”    Aaron LevieAaron LevieAaron LevieAaron Levie        CEO/ Cofounder CEO/ Cofounder CEO/ Cofounder CEO/ Cofounder ----    Box.comBox.comBox.comBox.com



 

 

 

 

 

Two: 

Circa 21Circa 21Circa 21Circa 21st Centuryst Centuryst Centuryst Century



 

 

    

 

‘The Starbucks Experience’ by Joseph A Michelli is a book about customer experiences (CX) that 

Starbucks offers its coffee loving customers. There are a whole lot of stories about HOW the 

company is doing many good things while selling their coffee. These good things have nothing to do 

with their CSR initiatives. These good things are a part of their corporate business strategy; it’s their 

culture. Offering delightful and memorable customer experience along with selling coffee is their 

MANTRA of doing business and also of their stupendous success.  

The author says the company believes in transforming ordinary into extraordinary by following 

principles like:   

a) Making it your own 

b) Everything Matters 

c) Surprise & Delight 

d) Embrace Resistance 

e) Leave your Mark  

 

As the author writes,  

“In stunning contrast to most fortune 500 companies Starbucks 

consistently spends more on training than it does on advertising.’’   

There is another book, ‘Delivering Happiness’, about a company called Zappos.com which was later 

acquired by Amazon.com. The company is in the business of selling shoes online. Now, selling 

shoes is normally not equated with being cool or trendy business. However, their shoe selling culture 

has not only become the talk of the town but of the world. Their business mission is to, deliver 

happiness to their customers. Imagine shoe selling and happiness!  

And if a business of selling shoes can deliver happiness, what business can shy away from it?  After 

selling the business to Amazon, Tony Hsieh, CEO of Zappos.com is now on a life mission to spread 

happiness across the globe. He believes that,  

“Companies with higher sense of purpose outperform by 400%.’’  
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Company’s ten core values: 

a) Deliver WOW! through services  

b) Embrace and drive change 

c) Create fun and a little weirdness 

d) Be adventurous, creative and open minded 

e) Pursue growth and learning 

f) Build open and honest relationship with communication 

g) Build a positive team and family spirit 

h) Do more with less 

i) Be passionate and determined 

j) Be humble 

 

In the book ‘Amaze Every Customer Every Time’, author Shep Hyken discusses the stories of 

customer experience (CX) at Ace (Hardware) stores. The entire book is about this amazing company 

and its delighted customers.  

One of the many interesting things these stores do is a `Five Dollar Lifeboat.’  

As the author describes it,  

“… Basically, it’s an internal spending policy, one that you as an Ace 

owner, can choose to adopt or not as you see fit. This policy empowers any 

associate (staff) at your store to spend up to five dollars on his or her own 

initiative without prior approval, on any customer at any time and on as 

many individual customer problems as necessary, to solve an individual 

customer’s problem… and make him or her smile.  

… Make it easy for the customer and employee. Is the customer unhappy? 

Yes. Would making the customer happy cost less than five bucks? Yes. End 

of the problem.’’  



This simple empowerment of their employees has made the company do many wonderful things for 

their customers. Empowered associates have created many moments of magic to not only win 

customer loyalty, but also get rave reviews. 

I am tempted to write about one more book published in 2013 titled, ‘Looptail’, by Bruce Poon Tip 

of G Adventures.   

In this the author writes,  

“.... Social enterprise to me is about solving standard business problems 

with solutions that address social issues like environmental sustainability 

and economic inequality. That idea started a non-profit world, but more 

and more, you see it creeping into the for-profit world because the 

consumer is demanding it.  

The customer doesn’t want to purchase something randomly; they want to 

know where that product is coming from and to identify with that brand. 

They want to know why they should purchase it and why they should 

purchase it from you. They want to understand what that brand and the 

people behind it stand for.” 

The book is about the author’s personal entrepreneurial journey. It reveals his unusual management 

secrets that not only keep his employees fully engaged and energised but also keep his 

CUSTOMERS extremely happy.  

These books published in the recent past, indicate a clear trend that enlightened businesses are 

following; The only bottom line that matters is the CUSTOMER. The only focus that matters is the 

CUSTOMER. The only strategy that matters is the EXPERIENCE the enterprise is creating for its 

CUSTOMERs while doing business with them. The route can be any and many, but the GOAL 

remains the same.   

Management books of an earlier era talked about many management theories and practices other than 

focussing on the CUSTOMER. Be it Strategic Cost Management, Lean, Kaizen, Total Quality 

Management, Business Process Reengineering, Balance Scorecard or Six Sigma.  
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All these initiatives somewhere touched the CUSTOMER but were internally focussed initiatives and 

the CUSTOMER was not the core.  

Michael Porter did write about Competitive Advantage - Cost and Differentiation - but out of the 

two, most companies have focussed on Cost and those that have focussed on Differentiation did so in 

such a manner that it became replicable immediately. Differentiation was not sustainable.  

So while these tools can be used for some purpose, the CUSTOMER is not interested if it is not 

bettering his experience. The company may be called Six Sigma but what if their sales team is mis-

selling? Six Sigma company’s advertisements can misguide the customer, they may have a long 

waiting queue at their stores or hospitals; may not know how to engage the customer during this 

waiting period. Therefore, unless the customer is at the core of any initiative, it will not give the 

desired CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE which is pleasant, seamless, easy and delightful and therefore 

the talk of the town.  

To attain competitive advantage, enterprises need to create better and better customer experience on 

a sustainable basis and most managers neither think long term sustainability nor do they care about 

it. It is the prime job of owners and CEOs as they have the longest interest in their enterprise. In the 

publication - ‘Perspective on the Longterm’, author Laurence Fink, Chairman & CEO of BlackRock 

writes, 

”Instead of encouraging our institutions and our leaders to grapple 

effectively with complex, long-term challenges, we’re rewarding them to do 

the opposite.”    

Thinking about sustainable competitive advantage is necessary. Thinking about CUSTOMER 

relationship on a sustainable basis is necessary but most efforts are only on immediate quick closure 

of sale transaction.     

When,   

“The purpose of the business is to create and keep CUSTOMERS,’’  

as Peter Drucker had pointed out, then offering them a delightful experience through products and 

services is THE route to achieve the purpose successfully. Immediate quick closure of sale at the 

cost of future sales and relationship is a dangerous short-termism all enterprises face.   



The subject of Customer Experience formally comes into forefront in 1999 when the author duo B. 

Joseph Pine II and James H. Gilmore wrote their seminal book on the subject titled, ‘The Experience 

Economy’. Yes, we all are living in an experience economy. We like experiences and we remember 

memorable and delightful as well as distressing and pathetic experiences. These experiences matter 

the most to us as an individual i.e. CUSTOMER. Business AS IT USED TO BE ended with the 

emergence of the experience economy. 

Even as an economy, we have progressed from commodity to goods to services and now, experience. 

Therefore, the value that can be realised increases at every stage of progression. The following 

picture conveys the crux of what I mean by experience and the premium it commands over other 

forms of offerings (most of the entrepreneurs know this, but the difference lies in DOING, think HOW to become the 

Starbucks of your industry & remember;  Do + Iterate > Think).   

 

[Exhibit 1]  Concept from Book: The Experience Economy, Harvard Business School Press 

Therefore, what the author duo defined is very apt,  

“Every business is a theatre and work, a stage.”  

(William Shakespeare had already said,” All the world’s a stage and all the men and women merely players.”) 

A customer sees enterprise on stage while it is serving him, like an audience sees tabla maestro Ustad 

Zakir Hussain on stage during his performance. The difference between the Ustad and the enterprise 
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is this: one is aware that he is on stage in front of his audience and the other is unaware about this 

fact. The difference in performance is only because of this UNAWARENESS.  

(Pause point) 

An enterprise may not have moved in the value chain like Starbucks and may just be selling coffee in 

a small coffee shop. But if the enterprise is customer focused, everything from the brewing, taste, 

finding the store location, store ambiance, service, staff courtesy and payment options will make the 

entire experience delightful. But CUSTOMER must be at the core of all actions and initiatives of the 

enterprise. It’s a mindset for better CX that matters & we have seen above in the case of hardware 

chain of Ace Stores. Isn’t it astounding to have so many customer experience stories just for the one 

company that an entire book is written about these stories and experiences!    

Before we go to the next level, I would like to quote the master experience creators of our times:  

“We have got to start with customer experience and work backward for 

technology, and not the other way around.” - Steve Jobs.  

“We’ve never gone into business solely to make money. We always start out 

to create something that is missing from the market, which will shake up 

the industry, and enable us and our customer to have fun in the process.” - 

Richard Branson. 

Both the above quotes demolish the myth about HOWs and WHYs of doing business for most 

entrepreneurs.  

What the legendary marketing Guru of our time, Seth Godin says will touch and shake you up as an 

entrepreneur.  

“If the marketplace is not talking about you there is a reason. The reason is 

that you are boring. You are probably boring on purpose, boring on 

pricing because that’s safer; you have boring location because to do 

otherwise would be nuts; you have boring products because that’s what the 

market wants.” Nobody talks about boring business.” 

(Source Book:  ‘The Referral Engine’ by John Jantsch)  



(Little Home, Work) 

Recollect customer experience which delighted you and you still 

remember. 

 



 

 

    

    

    

“Customer“Customer“Customer“Customer    Experience is THE product.”Experience is THE product.”Experience is THE product.”Experience is THE product.”    Sunil GandhiSunil GandhiSunil GandhiSunil Gandhi    (It’s me(It’s me(It’s me(It’s me!!!!))))    



 

 

 

 

 

Three: 

What is thisWhat is thisWhat is thisWhat is this    Customer Customer Customer Customer 

Experience (CX)?Experience (CX)?Experience (CX)?Experience (CX)?



 

 

Everything that happens with and to customers when they are dealing with an enterprise is an 

experience. It could be a commercial on television, or an actual service delivery. It could also be the 

after sales service or just a surprise call from the enterprise to say, “Hello.’’ In short, it could be 

anything and everything. And these points where the customer connects with the enterprise are called 

`Touch Points’. A summation of what happens to customers as a human being at these `Touch 

Points’ as a whole can be defined as a Customer Experience (CX).  

Therefore the belief that customers are “experienced’’ only when they are at our outlet or when they 

are using our product or availing our services is a BIG MYTH. Only customer relationship 

management (CRM) can or will take care of CX is a BIGGER MYTH. Only technology will enable 

better CX is the BIGGEST MYTH.  

(Bonus Myth: CX creation is the job of the CMO or CTO.) 

Customer experience starts much before a customer decides to buy or avail the services from the 

enterprise and doesn’t end even after sales or service is over. A bank branch outlet may be designed 

to offer a very good customer experience, but the same bank’s call center wants customers to punch 

20 buttons on the phone before they can get across to a customer care executive. This kills the CX 

and hence the brand. A bank advertisement may promise a birthday cake to their customers who 

opens an account on their birthdays, but if this is not followed up with any ground level preparation, 

it not only destroys the brand but kills trust too. Don’t oversell because it doesn’t result into overbuy.  

“Don’t think people are targets for the sale….. rather than focus on people 

who are buying your products and services, shift your attention to people 

you want to help… If you are only focused on the sale, you are missing a 

mega opportunity.”  

(Source book: ‘Launch’ by Michael Stelzner)  

Hospital doctors are competent, but lack of adequate arrangements for patients, who are at the 

waiting lounge, kills the healthcare brand and at the very first opportunity, the patient will switch 

loyalty. Though in the case of doctors elasticity of switching will vary depending upon the 

competency of the doctor and gravity of the disease. That is all the more pathetic for patients. 

Imagine where elasticity is low and patients have very less option of switching, how much will they 



suffer because of the low focus of the healthcare service providers on the overall customer 

experience.   

I once had experienced this at one of the reputed hospitals of Mumbai. I had to wait for a total of 

three hours for the doctor despite an appointment. And the hospital staff managing the patients did 

not know how to handle the patient load. There was no transparency in the working of the staff 

managing the waiting list, leading to a lot of uncertainty and anxiety. Imagine the stress on a patients 

waiting out there! Luckily, I was only accompanying one.   

At another instance again at a reputed hospital in Bangalore, I found the doctor was not trained to be 

communicative with the patient. For an entire 15 minutes of diagnosis, he neither spoke nor did he 

allow anyone to ask questions. At the end, he just wrote his observation and referred us to another 

doctor in the hospital.  Empathy during anxiety that matters the most, was missing. 

“Effective physician communication is a critical component of patient 

experience.... Most physicians believe they are excellent at patient 

communication, but the data suggest otherwise. Like a new medical 

treatment or surgical skills, effective communication skills can be taught, 

require practice and matter of proficiency.”  

(Source book: ‘Service Fanatics’ by James Merlino) 

I am tempted to share another instance at another health care set up; a very modern diagnostic lab 

with the latest machines, but the technician was not trained to handle patients with empathy & they 

lost a customer forever. After an MRI test, patients usually experience some heaviness in the head so 

handling them with care till they regain normalcy is very important. But a technician in this lab in a 

hurry to complete his patient load with quick turnaround almost pushed a senior citizen out of the 

MRI room. The first words of the patient after the test were, “Next time don’t bring me here. They 

don’t know how to handle patients.”  

The latest, state-of-the-art machinery, latest interior designs and smartly dressed staff couldn’t make 

up for the lack of an end-to-end customer experience design!  

All these actions and attitudes of enterprise impress themselves on customers and influence their 

minds about the brand, about repeat purchase decisions and about referrals or anti referrals to others.   

The following picture demonstrates at what stage CX takes place.  
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[Exhibit 2]  CX Touch Points 

Yes, its a human experience as a customer and therefore ideally, it should be designed for the 

fulfillment of a persons’ rational and emotional need with Ease and Delight at all the touch points. In 

reality, though, enterprise barely fulfills the rational needs. Most experiences lack ease, delight and 

emotional connect. The feeling of being delighted is to be aroused – the reason could be just ease or 

beyond ease, surprising delight.   

A human being is a combination of reason and emotion. Every experience is experienced at both 

these levels. Therefore, whatever thinking and feelings happen at each touch points when a 

customers are interacting with the enterprise is known as Customer Experience.   

Many a times, just meeting the customers’ need with great ease can be a delightful experience. 



Having known WHAT is CX, let’s move on to know WHY of CX.  

(Little Home Work) 

Recollect superb experience you have received as a customer & 

whether offering such experience was it necessary?   



 

 

    

    

    

    

““““In the old world, you devoted 30% of your time to building a great service and 70% of your In the old world, you devoted 30% of your time to building a great service and 70% of your In the old world, you devoted 30% of your time to building a great service and 70% of your In the old world, you devoted 30% of your time to building a great service and 70% of your 

timtimtimtime shoutinge shoutinge shoutinge shouting    about it. about it. about it. about it. In the new world, that inverts.In the new world, that inverts.In the new world, that inverts.In the new world, that inverts.’’’’’’’’    Jeff BezosJeff BezosJeff BezosJeff Bezos    FounderFounderFounderFounder,,,,    CEO, AmazonCEO, AmazonCEO, AmazonCEO, Amazon.com.com.com.com



 

 

 

 

 

Four: 

Why Why Why Why CX?CX?CX?CX?



 

 

Once upon a time while travelling by the Karnavati Express train from Mumbai to Vadodara, I 

encountered a tea vendor selling Totaram's Chai (Tea) at Surat station. This tea vendor boarded the 

train from Surat and started selling his so called branded ready-made Tea as Totaram's Chai. All the 

other tea vendors were selling Masala Chai and this guy was selling Totaram's Chai. 

Immediate differentiation and visibility.  

How to make your difference known to your target audience even if you are selling commodity 

products? Totaram is the answer.  

I enquired with my fellow passenger (he seemed a regular traveler)  - What is this Totaram all about? 

He was so overwhelmed with the brand that he told me - you just had a cup of tea, now you taste this 

Totaram's tea and feel the difference. { He recommended }. He didn't just stop with the recommendation, 

but bought me the tea, paid for it and refused to accept money from me. 

When you are selling WOW!!! experiences and customers are your brand advocates, they will go to 

any extent to  make their peer group consume that WOW!! experience. When we have WOW!! 

experiences we love to tell others and even want others to experience similar WOW !! experiences, 

to make them know about our taste and reach. 

Brand Advocates are passionate about the brand. They become the seller and aggressive seller of 

their passionate brands. 

It’s all about a little innovation and one can make even a commodity a reputed brand. Totaram’s Tea 

was marginally better than the one I had earlier, but by his sheer style of selling and branding it 

differently from a mere Masala Chai (tea), this Totaram became a favourite of the commuters. 

And of course he was selling tea at 20% more than the others. 

Bottom-line of this incidence: 

a) Little thinking and innovation can make even commodity, a branded product. A simple 

product like ready-made Tea can be made branded by giving a brand name, and making & 

selling it with passion. 

b) Brand Advocates are more aggressive than even brand sellers. 

c) This kind of the commodity brands can fetch a premium in the market. 

d) It gets noticed and becomes the talk of the town. Even media reports about the same. 

e) Customers become sellers and media becomes PR agency - all for free.  

 

Just offer WOW!!! Experience. No need for wasteful advertisements.  

Unfortunately, there was only one Totaram from among five tea vendors on board. The same applies 

to all products and services.   



We are all living in the times of social media (SM) but we forget that we are also social animals.  We 

all like to talk, share and express our self, discuss our real life experiences. We share about what we 

like the most and share more about what we disliked (especially if we have paid for it). The success of 

WhatsApp, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and Pinterest reinforces our deep desire to share. As per 

one of the surveys conducted by Dimensional Research in the US, an overwhelming 90 percent of 

respondents who recalled reading online reviews claimed that positive online reviews influenced 

buying decisions, while 86 percent said buying decisions were influenced by negative online 

reviews. 

In another similar survey, 63.3% of small businesses were found to get their business by way of 

referrals (Source book: The Referral Engine). Large businesses too can’t escape ratings and reviews by 

existing customers on Google.  

Lets see some more incidences of customer experiences and its sharing.   

Scene 1: 

Location: A bungalow @ Lonavala 

Time: Evening  

Group: Gathering of friends to celebrate 25 years of friendship 

Number of people at the tea table: 7  

One of the friends narrates a real life experience at one of the smaller hospitals in Mumbai.  

He speaks about this small set up where the staff and doctors not only cared for the patient, but also 

enquired whether the family and relatives of the patients who were staying with them in the rooms 

had taken food and were comfortable. This was unusual because most doctors don’t care for such 

niceties. Many don’t even know how to talk empathetically with their patients and their relatives. In 

a majority of the cases, doctors talk to relatives about insurance matters and sometimes may be on 

HOW to get more out of insurance claims! 

At a time when the medical profession has lost its credibility severely as far as financial dealings, are 

concerned, such a heart touching gesture stood out very pleasantly. Somebody MUST have thought 

of this exquisite touch of humanity and implemented it in the hospital to differentiate. It was not 

expected and hence, a pleasant surprise! 

Of course we go to doctors for their technical skills, but going this extra mile is what makes the 

hospital STAND OUT from the rest. That is what is desired also.  
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As the person narrating the experience remarked, “We don’t mind paying extra for such services and 

care.’’ 

Result? Talk of the town service. Low resistance to premium charges, if any.  

The experience shared in our group was bound to set off word-of-mouth renown for this hospital. 

Imagine what it would do in the times of social media! 

More than need fulfillment, there was an element of DELIGHT in the CARE shown for the patient’s 

relatives.  

Scene II: 

Place: McDonald's at Panvel. We drive in and within 90 seconds, we are out with our order executed. 

Entry - Order - Payment and Delivery; Turnaround Time and Exit - 90 seconds. After making the 

payment at the Drive Thru counter, we came to the Delivery counter, i.e. within 15 seconds and the 

boy was ready with our order. The total time they took from our entry to order fulfillment was just 90 

seconds. Total items ordered were seven.   

McDonald’s iconic logo, the yellow big `M’, was visible from a distance on the heavy traffic 

expressway. Security personnel at the gate guided incoming vehicles smoothly. There was a clearly 

marked Drive Thru lane, Order and Payment Counter and Delivery Counter. Packaging, quality of 

food, of course, and staff efficiency were on display. All touch points were well in sync to create a 

well-designed WOW!! experience. 

Apart from the need fulfillment, what McDonald’s did was present an element of extreme EASE & 

SPEED which was DELIGHTFUL.   

Scene III: 

On one not-so-fine day, my website had suddenly disappeared. I contacted my service provider. I 

was told that since my renewal fee was unpaid, they had delinked the site. As direct as that.   

I had been dealing with this service provider since last fifteen years. The renewal amount was a 

paltry sum and I had confirmed over email, that I would renew within a week of the due date. Yet, 

this was the treatment I received.   

Neither a long customer relationship, nor a negligible amount of payment nor even an email 

confirmation could cut through their ‘robust’  renewal system to save my website.   



The same company. A few months later. 

I wanted to have an additional email ID so I send in my request.  

This is the reply I get. 

Dear Sir, 

Kindly mail us from your authorized email id xxxx@sss.com 

With Regards, 

I had been communicating with their website design team through the same email id, the entire 

year!!  

So I inform them about the same. Their response:   

Dear Sir, 

For website designing is different department and for mailing support is different and 

for that you need to mail us from your authorized email id. 

With Regards, 

This is HOW companies which are not customer-centric behave. They are caught in their own world 

of Siloism and are blind to the customer pain points they are creating. Companies like these will be 

severely punished by the customers – not just by rejecting their business, but also by spreading the 

negative word about them which will create negative referrals - in person or on social platforms.   

Unless every customer touch points and processes are thoughtfully and deliberately DESIGNED it 

will not create the Service Excellence WOW!!  

Most of the time entrepreneurs miss out on Customer Experience Design. They design factories and 

shops meticulously. They spend hours and days on logos, employee uniforms and even drawing up a 

front view with a garden! But no investments are made in employee training or processes that are 

critical for customer delight, making it easy and quick for the CUSTOMER to deal with the 

company. They have no clue about the CUSTOMER experience they are creating.  

We have tons of call centers, but we still have to punch numerous buttons on our phone to get to 

speak to a customer care executive. Every company has a website, but many a time it takes hours to 

find an email id on it to contact the company. Many sites do not even have a contact email id & they 

want us to call or write a snail mail. Imagine a railway station without a ticket window & having 
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only an address where tickets would be available. When a customer wants to take action to deal with 

the enterprise, shouldn’t the contact numbers/email id be available then and there? & distinctly 

visible !  

One more incidence from a customer service team of a reputed private bank. I wanted to invest 

online for a particular insurance scheme for my wife. I knew online application and payment is 

possible but I could not find as their UI (user interface) had changed recently. I wrote to their 

customer service team.  I got following response: 

Dear Ms. Gandhi,  

 

We refer to your appended email regarding xxxx Insurance Schemes.  

 

We request you to visit your nearest xxxx Bank branch in India for accurate and 

detailed information regarding xxxx Insurance Schemes. 

 

We thank you for your continued patronage of xxxx Bank.  

 

Regards,  

I didn’t ask for any information about the scheme. To my specific query of online transaction help, I 

was directed to visit the branch. Visiting the branch is always an option but if that was the case why 

these customer service help and email id on the site?  They can always write - For any queries visit 

our branch. They might have thought, usage of words like accurate and detailed in their mail will 

demonstrate their seriousness in query resolution.. 

We have internal control audits, but no audits on CUSTOMER Friendliness of Business Processes!!! 

People pay for perceived value; people share bad or good experiences. Both spread fast and impact 

the business results, its brand value.  Speed of sharing has increased manifold with the arrival of 

Smartphones, Facebook, and WhatsApp. It may not directly impact our business or may not even be 

relevant to our business processes. BUT it’s very much there in the business ecosystem and 

enterprise cannot remain ignorant about their customers using them.  

The arrival of television was crucial for business enterprises to reach out to their potential customers 

visually. The arrival of social media, on the other hand, is helping customers reach out to fellow 

customers. A company led communication, through advertisements is now less relevant. It is 

customer to customer dialogue that is driving buying decisions. Most surveys and research data 



indicate C to C referrals and online reviews influencing buying decisions in most industries across 

the world.   

In a survey by Lab42, US, they found ‘76% people believed advertisers exaggerated their claim’. In 

order to verify these claims, customers go online to check other customers’ reviews and write their 

own. 

They share their experiences everywhere possible: 

 

[Exhibit 3] Social media platforms to share CX 

And remember, if unhappy with a product or company, online reviewers can be ruthless and strip the 

enterprise bare. They will not even offer the luxury of a radio that Aamir Khan’s eponymous 

character got to cover his essentials, in the movie, PK. PK at least had some control over the radio. In 

the online world, an enterprise’s RADIO is in the hands of its customers. Either it will sing praises 

for the company’s delightful customer experience or will be thrown away to expose its pathetic 

indifference to it.  

With the arrival of social media exposure is a given. Therefore, many companies are now working on 

their social media (SM) strategy.  
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A word of caution: Unless the customer experience part is taken care of first, SM strategy will 

boomerang. Even without company strategies, customers are on the job on social platforms. 

In his famous book ‘Platform – Get noticed in a noisy world’, the author Michael Hyatt writes,  

“In order to be successful in today’s business environment, you need two 

things; a compelling product and a significant platform.”  

This book is about social platforms but the first seven chapters are devoted to compelling and 

WOW!!!  products and  services, i.e. the Customer Experience (CX).   

Therefore an SM strategy should be like this; how to minimise brand damage created by bad or 

distressing, pathetic experiences; or promote and provide a platform for customers to share their 

great experiences. CX is important, but the shareablity of experiences on SM has made CX more 

critical, urgent and a basic agenda for enterprise.   

Better customer experience was at a premium when it arrived during the last years of the 20th century  

but the emergence of the sharing economy during few years has made it basic survival agenda. What 

once used to be a Cheese has now become a Bread.   

In the, Sharing Economy, people will share their good coffee beans buying experience if they are 

happy and also share their bad Starbucks experience if they are not.    

Sharing is a given – good and bad, both experiences are shared. It is up to the enterprises to evaluate 

HOW much GOOD experience sharing can add to their business and brand value and HOW much 

BAD experience sharing can damage their business and brands. ** (For More Economics of Better CX, see 

Appendix 2) 

So how do you do it? It’s simple. Just shut up, create memorable customer experience and allow/ 

enable customers to become brand ambassadors.  

Michael Stelzner of Social Media Examiners' says,  

"Content is king. Get content to get customers."   

The marketer’s role is to educate customers; the rest will be taken care of by customers 

themselves. Users will share their experiences and buyers would believe and go with the users’ 

experience.  



5 why(s) of this new reality:  

a) When enterprise spends, people don't believe them. (Advertisements) 

b) When enterprise interrupts their entertainment or work, they hate and ignore them (TV, Website, 

SMS and calls). 

c) Just do it. Make it memorable. Word spreads. 

d) When enterprise makes it easy for customers to share their experience, customers become 

brand ambassadors.  

e) When customers are sharing their experiences, enterprise will be at its best. 

 

Even if your customers are not using social media, this applies to all businesses. (We all are now more 

connected).  

Therefore, before one becomes clueless about dynamics of new C to C world and how to respond 

when C communicates with C by sharing every experience online, take charge and adapt to the new 

realities; new ways of doing business, of getting customer loyalty and referrals; new ways of 

customer communication, about getting customer feedback (24 X 7 Social Media) and new ways of 

survival.  

Following examples illustrates how it is happening and how companies are alert: 

Recently, when my area had a power outage at night, I called the call center executive of the utility 

company to enquire. An executive asked me for my customer ID before he could help me! They 

expected a customer to find an ID number when plunged into darkness in the middle of the night! An 

example of how scripted call center, without training on applying common sense, works. I tweeted 

about this experience. The next day, the company tweeted back an apology.   

I once found the security guard of my bank’s ATM service, sleeping at around 10 in the night. I 

clicked a picture and shared it on Twitter. Next day, the bank acknowledged it on Twitter & assured 

action.   

In another recent instance, my DTH service provider suddenly stopped their services. Rather than 

their call center (where a customer care person is rarely reachable and of not much use even when reached), their 

Twitter handle responded quickly and helped me in solving the problem.  (Of course, only after few of my 

brand damaging tweets for their non responsive call center.)  

These are very basic issues shared on social media. But these can damage brand image. The 

QUESTION is not WHY but HOW and HOW QUICKLY? Focusing on Customer Experience is not 
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an option but must form a part of business strategy and on the agenda of all senior management 

meetings.  

How and how frequently is your enterprise creating delightful customer experiences which can go 

viral on social platforms? This is the pertinent question needs answering.     

Unlike earlier times when CX was considered a premium and a competitive advantage, this time due 

to the change in the form of communication - Customer to Customer - it is far more critical.  This 

will become scarier for non-experience creators and can literally put enterprise out of business. 

Here’s yet another example of how company monologue is becoming less and less relevant.    

Talking about why businesses fail, Eric Wagner in his article ‘Why 8 out of 10 businesses fail’ , in 

the Forbes magazine, cites the top three reasons as:  

a) Not in deep dialogue with customers 

b) No real differentiation in market 

c) Failure to communicate the value proposition in clear, concise, and compelling fashion. 

 

Know your customers, offer differentiated solutions at a price they can afford and clearly explain and 

communicate that differentiation.  

Prof Jagdish Sheth in his book, ‘The Self Destructive Habits of Good Companies’, writes,  

“The very first reason for failure is the “denial’’ of the owners. Refusing to 

believe or recognise or acknowledge reality.”  

The first thing that entrepreneurs have to do is to get out of the denial mode and see and accept the 

new normal. I could relate this to the sentence I had read in one of the literary articles, ‘Just see out 

of the window in which century are we living.’ I think this is an apt sentence for entrepreneurs in a 

denial mode of not accepting or even knowing new business realities.   

Are you in sync with the present day “ customer to customer ’’ brand building capability or are you 

still in the contemplation stage?    

There cannot be any doubt about the power of social media and online reviews for referrals or 

otherwise. This referrals does is not mean when customers ask proactively for referral; its suo moto 



generated referral or anti-referral available online by existing customers for all other customers to 

consume. 

Now that you are fully convinced about the INTERESTING realities of the new business landscape, 

lets know more about creation of better CX.   

(Little Home Work) 

Do an online search to know what customers are talking about your 

products and services.   



 

 

    

    

    

    

“Every day we’re saying, ‘How can we keep the customer happy? How can we get ahead in “Every day we’re saying, ‘How can we keep the customer happy? How can we get ahead in “Every day we’re saying, ‘How can we keep the customer happy? How can we get ahead in “Every day we’re saying, ‘How can we keep the customer happy? How can we get ahead in 

innovation by doing this?’… because if we don’t, somebody else will.”innovation by doing this?’… because if we don’t, somebody else will.”innovation by doing this?’… because if we don’t, somebody else will.”innovation by doing this?’… because if we don’t, somebody else will.”    Bill GatesBill GatesBill GatesBill Gates    Founder, Microsoft CorporationFounder, Microsoft CorporationFounder, Microsoft CorporationFounder, Microsoft Corporation    



 

 

 

 

 

Five: 

CXCXCXCX    for Whom?for Whom?for Whom?for Whom?



 

 

There is one more myth about these focused CX initiatives that needs to be dispelled. B2B 

companies do not think they need any specific action in the new experience economy vis a vis an old 

product and service economy.  

This thinking is right only if they are not dealing with customers for their survival. If they are 

surviving due to their customers, CX initiatives are not only equally important to them but are more 

so. Their per capita (customer) sale is quite higher than B2C companies. One customer lost for them 

is more valuable than one lost by B2C companies.  

Every customer by nature desires better experience on need fulfillment with extreme ease and 

surprising delight. As far as CX is concerned, every business is B2C.  

The governments of the day across the world are now moving to create a better citizen experience 

through better physical infrastructure, better business infrastructure and better citizen services. Social 

media can get governments out of power if they fail in their duties towards citizens. Winning an 

election will need sharp focus on citizen experience. Different groups of citizens need different 

experiences and perceive experiences differently. Persona plays an important role in experience 

creation, be it business or government or the non-governmental sector.  

Every government’s focus on ease of doing business, better infrastructure, lower corruption, better 

law and order is nothing but the creation of a better citizen experience.  For winning an election, the 

performance (or promise to perform) of the government is largely dependent on these factors of CX.  

Following image indicates why CX is equally important, even for different types of customers.  



 

 

                              [Exhibit: 4] Types of Customers & Experience need  

While everyone needs better CX, current scenario in most enterprises is aptly demonstrated by the 

following picture: 

 

[Exhibit 5]  Types of Customer Experiences 
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There are five types of enterprises that can be classified according to their CX creating capabilities. 

The above picture is self-explanatory and the reader may be able to identify her own enterprise very 

easily.  

a) We offer HORRIBLE customer experience and don’t care much for you -  Most government 

departments (Nobody wants to go to them but are compelled to). 

b) We offer PATHETIC customer experience, but have a customer service department for 

cosmetic purposes - PSUs and some companies with some basic knowledge of customer 

service (Nobody wants to go to them but are compelled to). 

c) We offer NOT-SO-GOOD customer experience, but have adequate customer service 

department - Massively Expanded Private Sector Companies (Most of us become their customer but 

want to get rid of them ASAP). 

d) We offer good and reasonable/ as expected CX - Some  private sector companies  alert to the 

importance of CX (We like to deal with them).  

e) We offer Scintillating, Out of the World, Memorable, Delightful, Pleasantly Unexpected and 

Customised CX - A very few companies who design their CX end to end to make it 

memorable every-time (Everyone wants to visit them time and again and are proud to refer them and love 

to  recommend them strongly).  

Self-Test your enterprise and work on it to climb the hierarchy. If you think you are a great company 

which is offering outstanding customer experiences, self-test with customer feedback - online and 

offline. There may be some shocking surprises! 

Beyond Philosophy, a CX consulting firm in the UK, has classified companies in 4 categories based 

on their CX creating characteristics:    



 

[Exhibit 6]   Source Book: Revolutionize your customer experience by Colin Shaw, Beyond Philosophy 

Knowing where the enterprise stands on this scale will hopefully awaken it to take the next step. It’s 

interesting to note Blue Ocean (Uncontested market) available at the bottom two categories of the 

companies. Only 24% companies operate in these categories, i.e. 22 % and 2% respectively.   

“The goal as a company is to have customer service that is not just the best 

but legendary.” Sam Walton, Founder, Walmart. 

The focus on the customer (or citizen) to create better CX is critical irrespective of the form 

(government, non-government, private) size (from start-up to large scale), nature (commodity or 

services), industry (from coffee beans to healthcare, automobiles to telecom) and geography (from 

Ethiopia and Iraq to US to Saudi Arabia including India) of an organization.  

It makes all the sense to focus on CX and create sustainable competitive advantage based on nothing 

else but CUSTOMERS.  

(Little Home, Work) 
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Ask key people managing your business about customer experience 

your enterprise is offering to know where you stand. 

 



 

 

    

    

    

“ “ “ “ Well done is better than well said.Well done is better than well said.Well done is better than well said.Well done is better than well said.’’’’’’’’    Benjamin Benjamin Benjamin Benjamin FranklinFranklinFranklinFranklin        18th Century American Scholar18th Century American Scholar18th Century American Scholar18th Century American Scholar    
    

“ 85% of the times our brain is in autopilot mode & only 15% of the time we are rational and “ 85% of the times our brain is in autopilot mode & only 15% of the time we are rational and “ 85% of the times our brain is in autopilot mode & only 15% of the time we are rational and “ 85% of the times our brain is in autopilot mode & only 15% of the time we are rational and 

present while making a buying decisions. In the absence of logic emotions control us. ”present while making a buying decisions. In the absence of logic emotions control us. ”present while making a buying decisions. In the absence of logic emotions control us. ”present while making a buying decisions. In the absence of logic emotions control us. ”    Martin LindstromMartin LindstromMartin LindstromMartin Lindstrom    Author: BuyologyAuthor: BuyologyAuthor: BuyologyAuthor: Buyology



 

 

 

 

 

Six: 

How to Create Delightful How to Create Delightful How to Create Delightful How to Create Delightful 

(Shareable) (Shareable) (Shareable) (Shareable) CXCXCXCX????



 

 

To know how fit one is, one needs to identify fitness criteria, know how fitness can be affected, 

measured through certain critical aspects. Then, design a road map to remain or become fit; take 

action as per the map, measure again the improvements. It is an ongoing process.  

The Six Sigma improvement process initially followed this order:   

Define, Measure, Analyse, Improve and Control (DMAIC).  

The latest version of Six Sigma methodology has taken the product/service design part in to 

consideration. This is now called DFSS - Design for Six Sigma.  

Any change can have these steps as well:   

a) Define customer experience that an enterprise wishes to offer (Coin the CX Statement). 

b) Measure the present CX (NPS, CES, ES, and Own).  

c) Analyse leakage points which dilutes CX (Audit, CJM). 

d) Improve/Redesign leakage points or revamp the entire experience (CX design, co-creation, service 

design). 

e) Control improvements at all touch points/CX journeys every time (Culture Change). 

 

Let’s now look at each of these steps in brief.  

6a)  Define CX 

Most companies have a defined, vision and mission statement. Unfortunately, this statement is 

forgotten the moment it is on a plaque in the reception area. There is a need to first dispel the MYTH 

that companies with great mission statement are great companies. This statement merely describes 

what an organisation intends to be rather than what the organisation really is. Who we are NOW 

matters more than what our intentions are (especially when our intention and action do no match).  

“You cannot create a brand by what you intend to do.” Henry Ford. 

  

“A mission statement is defined as ‘a long, awkward statement that 

demonstrates the management’s inability to think clearly.’ All good 

companies have one.” Scott Adams, Creator of Dilbert.   
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To say this more rudely,  

“A mission statement is a dense slab of words that a large organisation 

produces when it needs to establish that its workers are not sitting around 

downloading internet porn.” Dave Barry, Humourist.  

Let’s look at some of the mission statements of companies of repute.   
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[Exhibit 7]     Mission and Vision Statements of Enterprises 

You are requested to go online and read customer reviews of these companies to realise the match or 

mismatch between these vision/mission statements and the ground (or cloud) realities.  

Compare all the statements with the mission of Zappos.com given below.  

“To provide the best customer service possible. Internally, we call this our 

WOW philosophy. “ 

There is nothing about market share, top 10, best technology, world class, global, profitability or 

even employees in the Zappos vision.    

Their single minded focus is on the CUSTOMERs as they know the rest is peripheral and by-

products of customer focus. The very purpose of every enterprise is only the CUSTOMERs.   

They say,  
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“We’ve been asked by a lot of people how we've grown so quickly, and the 

answer is actually really simple. We've aligned the entire organization 

around one mission: to provide the best customer service possible. 

Internally, we call this our WOW! philosophy.” 

Also read Amazon’s statement:  

“To be Earth’s most customer-centric company, where customers can find 

and discover anything they might want to buy online, and endeavour to 

offer its customers the lowest possible prices.”  

Like vision and mission statement unless CX statement is defined, it will not give a sense of 

direction to a company on an ongoing basis. Unless the statement is clear to all stakeholders, the next 

step of enhancement of customer experience is difficult. A company without a customer experience 

statement is like a person without a direction walking on the road not knowing where to go. It is an 

essential navigation tool to inspire everyone in the organisation when they think of or face 

customers.  

When an entrepreneur starts his enterprise, his single minded focus is to get and serve customers. But 

that changes as the organisation grows;  



 

[Exhibit: 8] Growth of enterprise and growing distance between entrepreneur and customers 

One can imagine the kind of disconnect that happens between an entrepreneur and customers once an 

organisation grows. Customers who were managed directly by entrepreneurs once are gradually 

managed by paid employees (perhaps the least paid ones) and the entrepreneur/owner becomes busy in 

hierarchy management.   

Therefore, to keep the focus on the customers when the distance between the owners and the 

customers grow, a CX statement at the commencement or initial stages of the enterprise is necessary. 

“Successful change management requires that all personnel in an 

organisation at every level - from the receptionist scheduling the 

appointment to the director of supply chain - understand exactly what the 

initiative means to them and what it is you want them to do. Not having a 
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unifying definition creates confusion for leaders and managers trying to 

affect it.”  

(Source Book: ‘Service Fanatics’ by James Merlino)   

Ideally mission statement of every enterprise must demonstrate (of course, if they really mean) 

CUSTOMER focus and Centricity. 

The exercise of defining CX statement requires thinking about the kind of experience an enterprise 

wishes to deliver. This thinking process starts with a customer focus. Many a times, this is missing in 

an organisation. What is CX and what kind of customer experience to offer? Nobody has a clue!! 

Here we can take the help of consultancy firm Beyond Philosophy, UK. Through their extensive 

research, they have found about 20 prominent emotions a human being expresses which an enterprise 

can use to its advantage.  

The top positive ones among them are: 

 Happiness 

 Please 

 Trust 

 Safe 

 Focus 

 Care 

 Being Valued 

And the last negative ones are: 

 Irritated 

 Hurried 

 Neglected 

 Unhappy 

 Unsatisfied 

 Stressed 

 Disappointment 

 Frustrated 

(Also see exhibit 13)   



Now an enterprise knows the kind of emotions it wants to invoke if it wishes to do what is best for 

the customer and delight them too in the process. This also tells us about the kind of emotions 

enterprise must avoid invoking if it does not wish to offer them an unpleasant experience.      

An enterprise may choose which of these emotions they wish to focus on and become known for. 

Like, we have the Tatas known for Trust, McDonald’s goes with Happiness, Flipkart pleases with 

their reliability, public sector banks and many telecom companies are known for invoking emotions 

of being neglected and frustrated. Internationally, Virgin Airlines goes with fun, Starbucks with the 

happiness of a soothing aroma of great coffee. 

Based on these emotions, Eon, UK’s energy company (www.eonenergy.com) came up with the 

following customer experience ethos:   

Our Standards of Conduct - We’ll continue to be fair, honest, transparent, appropriate and 

professional in our dealings with you. Any information we give you, when we write or speak 

to you, will be:  

 complete, accurate and truthful, both in terms of what we say and what we don’t say;  

 in plain and easy to understand language;  

 related to products and services which are appropriate to you; and  

 clear in what it says and how it is set out, with the most important information highlighted 

for you.  

We want to be easy to deal with, so:  

 we’ll make it easy for you to contact us;  

 if something goes wrong, we’ll fix it for you, promptly and courteously, with no excuses;  

 we’ll make sure what we do and how we do things are complete, thorough, fit for purpose 

and transparent by regularly reviewing and acting on your feedback.  

 

Companies must clearly and explicitly write down WHAT their customers expect when they decide 

to deal with them. That should become a part of company ecosystem, culture and employee training.  

While brainstorming to define the CX statement the spirit of ‘Har karam apna karenge aye 

CUSTOMER tere liye’ (Every act of ours will be for you, our CUSTOMERS) should be the only 

focus.     
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Unless an enterprise writes down its CX statement, their employees won’t know what to do or what 

is expected from them. Unless enterprise measures the experience, their employees won’t improve. 

Therefore, after deriving and writing down the CX statement, the next focus is on measurement.  

6b) Measurement 

How can one measure experience? After all, it is about feeling. It is too personal. There are some 

matrices presently in vogue. Some of them are: 

C SAT: The C SAT (Customer Satisfaction) scorecard despite its limitations is in vogue in many 

companies. However, according to one research, 80% of customers who switch brands were actually 

satisfied with their previous suppliers. This shows WHY customer satisfaction though, is necessary 

but not sufficient. Hence, measuring only the C SAT scorecard and acting on it can mislead. Nor can 

one assume anything without measurement as customer experience related self-assumptions are 

mostly wrong as shown in the exhibit below: 

 

 

[Exhibit: 9] Source Book: Customer Experience – Future Trends & Insight by Colin Shaw, Qaalfa Dibeehi & Steven Walden 

The elasticity of demand decreases with better experience. Which means, if the company offers a 

better experience, the chances of its customers leaving the brand are lower as compared to companies 

that don’t do so.  

Therefore, companies now need better measurement tools to know customer loyalty. There are some 

new (more) techniques available in the market. These are; 

a) Net Promoter Scorecard – NPS (Developed by & registered trademark of  Fred Reichheld, Satmetrix & 

Bain & Company) 

b) Customer Effort Score – CES (Developed by & registered trademark of CEB, USA) 



c) Emotional Signature - ES (Developed by & registered trademark of  Beyond Philosophy, UK)  

d) Own Matrix 

 

Let’s review each measurement technique so that you can pick the one most suitable for your 

business.   

a) Net Promoter Scorecard - NPS:   

This is the most used of the three techniques. This is popular because it was the first to be introduced 

and is simple too. This technique tries to measure the refer-ability of the brand by existing customers. 

NPS is measured  based on the answer to this single question: 

How likely is it you would recommend us to a friend? 

Customers have to rate this on a scale of 0 to 10 where 0 is not at all likely and 10 is extremely  

likely.  

 Customers’ rating 9 & 10 are known as Promoters  

 Customers’ rating 7 & 8 are known as Passives 

 Customers’ rating between 0 & 6 are known as Detractors 

NPS is calculated as the percentage of promoters minus the percentage of detractors. The passives 

are ignored.  

Suppose out of 50 customers, 20 have rated 9 & 10, 15 have rated 7 & 8 and remaining 15 have rated 

between 0 & 6, the NPS is:   

 

[Exhibit 10]  NPS Calculation - Example 

The company should now concentrate on how to improve the score of 10. In order to increase 

promoters and reduce detractors, the company will have to better their customer experience.   

To do that, a further drilling down with questions about WHY they have rated WHAT they have 

rated can give the real insight into the problem and action for improvement.  
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Like every measurement matrix this also has its shortcomings (not much relevant initially) but these will 

be known only when the enterprise starts practicing it (remember copyright stated above). However, NPS 

is a very good way to measure present thinking of customers about the experience. Few of the early 

mover Indian companies have started using this.  

b) Customer Effort Score - CES:  

This is also an interesting way to get some very good insight. If you make it easy, customers are less 

likely to switch to another brand. The ease of doing business is the biggest challenge for India as we 

rank 142 out of 177 countries on this ranking (World Bank 2015 report). 

This problem at the national level is also one at the entity level.  We want the government to make it 

easy for companies to do business in India. Have your enterprise ever checked how easy or difficult 

it is for your customers to do business with you? Answer will be mostly - NO.  

Here is an interesting incident that took place recently about the ease of doing business and how 

social media (Sharing economy in action) can react and damage the brand:    

Mr. Deepak Parekh, the chairman of HDFC was once quoted saying that even after nine months of 

the new NDA government being sworn in, the ease of doing business in India had not improved. In 

response to this Mr. Suhel Seth tweeted and what people have resounded about HDFC is worth 

noting:  



 

[Exhibit 11]  Picture of a Tweet 

As these tweets suggest:  

 Ease of doing business is very important, be it a company or a country. 

 CEOs of large organisations are unaware of the ease of doing business status of their own 

companies. 

 When a business leader talks on any issue in public, he must be very cautious about a 

backlash which can damage his own brand or the brand he is representing. (They also must learn 

quickly how to generate positive dialogue by apt and purposeful comments). 

 People to people dialogue can shape or kill the brand.    
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I avoid calling the call center of my bank as they want me to hold the phone for long, ask me to 

punch numerous buttons before I can get to talk to anyone. Even when I get a chance to speak to 

customer service executives, they are not empowered to solve the matter, so there are numerous call 

transfers and if – as is most likely- the line gets disconnected in between, I have to repeat the process 

of again punching tons of buttons to again reach any human being there. Forget ease, it is an 

extremely frustrating process and hence avoided.   

How many such business opportunities does an enterprise lose when they are not focusing on the 

EASE part of doing business? Not everyone will complain - most will just switch their loyalty (We 

will see the economics of customer complaints later). Many a times, an enterprise will be fulfilling the 

customer’s NEED completely, but not focussing on EASE makes them struggle for success.   

This CES measurement tool therefore gives an important data to understand the EASE part and then, 

if time permits, to work upon it.   

The question for the CES scorecard is: (CEB, The Effortless Experience, Arlington VA, 2013) 

To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement:  

The company made it easy for me to handle my issue?   

On a scale of 1 to 7, the customer has to offer a score, where 7 is the strongly agree and 1 strongly 

disagree.   

Collect your score from say 100 customers and you may get an average scorecard of 2.0. Therefore, 

the next challenge is to know WHY it was difficult to do business.  Work on it and make it easier and 

improve the scorecard.  

We purchase eBooks from Amazon.com. The site stores all our payments related details ensuring 

that the time we take to purchase anything here is not only less than a minute, but also without 

having to put in our credit card details every time we buy. From selecting books to buying one is not 

only quicker, but absolutely effortless (Time taken from `wanting to read’ to `actually reading’ is akin to Maggi 

Noodles-2 minutes!).   

What do we see in the supermarkets? A huge display of goods that makes it easier to select what we 

want and even easier to pick up what we don’t want. Ease is offered, so there is more business for 

them. Now this is leading to buying of unwanted items and stuffocation but that’s another problem 

that needs another book.  (Reading the book, ‘Stuffocation’, may help the readers, though).    



Ease = More business  

The CX scorecard can help companies to focus on ease of doing business and this is a very critical 

competitive advantage.  

Some statistics on ease will help take this case forward: 

 

[ Exhibit 12] Source  Book: CEB, The Effortless Experience, Arlington VA, 2013 by Mathew Dixon, Nick Toman, Rick Delisi  

 

c) Emotional Signature - ES:  

This is a new tool and an interesting one. This tool indicates how much effort companies are now 

putting in to know the experiences they are providing to their customers and to understand if this 

helps them remain loyal and advocate the brand. This implies getting into the mind and the heart of 

the customer. 

Man is a rational animal is what was taught to us by the economist, John M Keynes. However, of 

late, there is a realisation that, “Emotions have taught mankind to reason.” So underneath every 

rationality, there lies emotionality.   

“Emotional Signature” is a registered method of Beyond Philosophy, UK whose research on 20 

emotions of consumers we have already talked about earlier. This research was based on the data of 

30,000 emotions of consumers across industries and countries. These emotions are classified as per 

their utility to the business: 
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[Exhibit 13] Source Book:  Revolutionize Your Customer Experience by Coiln Shaw , Beyondphilosophy.com 

In this tool, emotions expressed by customers are captured at each touch point. These are then 

viewed with the cluster perspectives to know what kind of emotions the enterprise is evoking in its 

customer and what to expect next from him.  

With such an emotional map in hand, an enterprise can design the experience it wants to stimulate in 

the customer, to get the best of business results. It also helps in recognising the emotions that destroy 

value and how to work to improve them.   

Companies are also focussing on emotional signature based customer experience improvements.  

Author , Daniel Goleman in his book The New Leaders’  writes,  

“Acknowledge Emotions, Hire for Emotions, Evaluate for Emotions, 

Promote for Emotions, Lead by Emotions, Follow by Emotions, Sell 

Emotions.”  

The moot point is how deeply enterprises are trying to know their customers. Market research about 

where your customers are is primary market research. But to know how your customers are feeling 

while dealing with the company is a challenge as these feelings are quite personal and deep. Yet 

enterprises have venturing into this research too.   

“Customer Experience is the next competitive battleground’’, says Jerry 

Gregoire, CIO, Dell Computers. 

This NEXT is already around.  And this is the route to get this critical competitive advantage.  



 

[Exhibit 14]  Engagement Spot 

Recently, a friend of mine lamented that he lost one of his customers who had been with him for nine 

years, over a meagre price difference from a competitor.  

All of us, whether in business or a profession, face customer attrition. Yes, they leave us. Those who 

are involved in customer acquisition know how difficult it is to get one. It takes many meetings, 

follow ups, promises and discount offers to get a customer. 

Therefore, when an enterprise loses a customer it is painful and of course it’s a loss. A retained 

customer is an income; an acquired, customer is an expense as it takes 5 to 7 times the money 

to acquire a new customer than to retain one.  

As the customers get older, the cost of acquiring them gets written off over a period of time. It is 

always better and smarter to not only retain customers, but also gets a referral from them for new 

customers.  

But if customers are so important to any business, the question to ask is - why does enterprise fail to 

retain them? 

The reasons could be many: 

 Better Price  

 Better Speed of Delivery 

 Better Understanding of the customer 

 Better Proximity 

 Better Quality  

However, the most important key to retention is Better Relationship - the human aspect, not the 

CRM homilies – and Better Emotional Connect.  

Sometimes, one may wonder why even after focusing on the above five aspects, an enterprise is still 

losing customers.  
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It may, nay, must be because enterprises are ignoring the two intangible but critical aspects of 

business - customer relationship (Not software but one on one) and emotional connect. Beyond 

Philosophy has developed an interesting matrix about CX expectation zones and the fate of the 

companies operating in different zones.  

 

[Exhibit 15] CX Zones, Copyrights & with permission from beyondphilosophy.com 

As Mr. Vermon Hill, Chairman and CEO of Commerce Bancorp said,  

“We have shown that you can decommoditize a commodity business. 

Nobody wants another me-too bank. We have created an unusual, 

unduplicatable experience for our customers. We are creating emotional 

attachment with our customers. I have had more people tell me that their 

kids used to go to Starbucks with them on Saturday morning. Now they 

want to come to the bank! We have created a cult brand out of a dead 

business. ”  

(Source book:  Mavericks @ Work by William C Taylor & Polly G. Labarre) 



d) Own Matrix: 

There are ways to develop your own CX measurement matrix. This can be done using your own 

data. It can be a simple three question survey: 

 Was your need fulfilled completely while dealing with us?  

(Why an enterprise commences business) 

 Was the entire experience while dealing with us, easy?   

(This will keep enterprise in business) 

 Was the experience also delightful? 

(This will make enterprise competitive, create more advocates. Someone may well write a 

book on your way of doing business & remember, extreme ease of doing business is also a 

delight) 

Asking YES and NO with reason also can give the enterprise some actionable data.  

I was at the mall the other day for shopping, so my answers would be: 

 Need: No, there was not enough design or variety of what I was looking for 

 Ease: No, heavy rush and long queues at the payment counter  

 Delight: No, it was routine 

When at a diagnostic center: 

 Need: Yes, tests were done 

 Ease: Yes, no queue, people managing knew their job; registration to exit was either properly 

guided or arranged for convenience 

 Delight: Not as such, but I was happy with the ease 

An enterprise can have three scores to know the bottom line of the efforts they are making.  

 Need: Fulfillment Score  

 Ease: Fulfillment Score   

 Delight: Fulfillment Score 

(Check Appendix: 1) 

The expectation of delight will vary depending upon the industry the enterprise is operating in. 

Customers may not expect delight from a local grocery store, but certainly expect it at Starbucks or 

an airline or a hotel. At a hospital, customers would expect Need plus Ease and when they are also 
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Delighted it becomes the talk of the town. For Zappos.com the shoe retailer, the customer would 

expect Need with Ease, but when they were Delighted, Zappos became the talk of the town.  

Ease will always go with Need but Delight will step in when the value or hierarchy of fulfillment is 

higher.  

Customer Experience minus Customer Expectation = (if positive) Customer Delight 

Customer Experience minus Customer Expectation = (if negative) Customer Sacrifice 

An enterprise must work to increase the customers’ delight and reduce customers’ sacrifice. When 

customers are sacrificing, they are likely to switch brands at the earliest opportunity. But when 

customers are delighted, they will not only think twice before switching a brand, but will also expect 

enterprise to be delighting  them again and again. 

(Pause time!!) 

6.3) Analyse 

The Profit and Loss Account is the end result of the efforts that an enterprise puts in over a year. To 

know the reasons for the performance, analysing the performance is necessary. Likewise, whichever 

CX scorecard an enterprise uses, it is still the end result of all CX efforts. To know WHY and work 

towards HOW to improve, an enterprise will have to go into the depth of its working.   

Beyond Philosophy, UK, has outlined nine customer experience leakage points. In order to review 

and improve customer experience, an enterprise should review all these leakage points: 



 

[Exhibit 16]  CX leakage points ,  Copyrights & with permission from beyondphilosophy.com 

In short, every activity an enterprise undertakes impacts customer experience one way or the other. 

In order to know where and why this customer experience is getting diluted we need audit support.   

a) CX Audit: 

Our enterprises are used to audits. Statutory audit, Tax audit, Central Bank audit, ISO audit, Cost 

Audit, IT system audit, Forensic audit and many more. How about a CX audit? The main objective 

of the enterprise is fulfilling a customers’ need. And yet an enterprise doesn’t think of a CX audit to 

know how they are performing on this critical parameter? Are our enterprises too much governance-

centric? Frauds on shareholders are taken so seriously that frauds on customers are ignored 

altogether.  

Prevention is better than cure. But neither do we follow it at a personal level, nor at an enterprise 

level. We all love diagnostic reports. Take action when the age of the problem is zero, is the 

Japanese management thinking. But who is practicing it literally?  CX audit can not only bring to 

light areas of concern, but it can also offers insights to help enterprise to become a CX champion: by 
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taking preventive steps to avoid negative experiences and by adding ease and delight in the entire 

customer journey. 

Guy Kawasaki in his book ’Enchantment’  has written an interesting term: Pre-Mortem. Referring to 

the original author of the book ‘Sources of Power’ by Gary Klein:  

“Premortems are a better idea because they help prevent death rather than 

explain it. ... The team assembles during the launch phase. The team leader 

asks everyone to assume the project failed and to come up with the reasons 

why the failure occurred... The goal of premortems is to prevent the 

potential problems in order to increase likelihood of success.”         

CX audit is a kind of premortems. It can help to get an objective insight in the area of CX and its 

possible leakage points. When something goes wrong, postmortem can become subjective, while 

premortem can be undertaken more objectively.   

An important criterion for this audit is the auditor’s own understanding of customer experience. This 

rare skill makes this audit very different from other audits. It is not a checklist driven audit but is 

more holistic and experience driven. Knowing the expectation of the customer; recognising where 

exactly it is getting diluted, reading between the sentences and making sense of the words used by 

them and many such non-standard things, matter.  

The design of my credit card bill from a leading bank in India is a classic example of NO Customer 

focus, and oversights like these can be unearthed during a sharp CX audit.    

Their four page credit card bill does not have a customer care number. Three pages are used up for 

advertisements to incite customers to buy more, ofcourse using the card. The remaining one page of 

the main bill is without a call center number or emergency help guide to be used in case of loss of 

card or fraudulent transactions.   

The customer will need to visit the website for the call center number and go through the tedium 

process of call holding for long hours and could still be lost in the end. Despite pointing this out and 

a few reminders from my end, the bill design continues unchanged. The bank is too big to care for a 

single customer!    



One of my internet service providers is another interesting example of failed customer focus. It 

printed the customer care number on the back and the bottom of the bill. This part is  to be attached 

to the cheque while paying. So, once the payment is done and this part is torn off, the customer loses 

the customer care number. This means, as far as the company is concerned, the customer doesn’t 

need to call them once the payment is done!  

These are very basic bill design issues. This kind of ignorance or indifference affects customer 

experience and could cost the enterprise dearly.  

CX audit with an eye on the customer can bring out many such glaring CX issues that go unnoticed 

and kill customer experience.    

The Components of CX Audit include: 

 Interviewing present customers, i.e. Know Your Customer (KYC)  

 Evaluation of feedback forms 

 Interviewing past/lost customers 

 Interviewing staff members, including CXOs 

 Touch Points observation  

 Evaluation of marketing materials 

 Evaluation of the advertisements promise  

 Evaluation of social media comments/ Online reviews 

 Review of key processes 

 

Let’s look at two of the elements of CX Audit: KYC & Customer Feedback 

i. KYC = Know Your Customer  

A powerful business phrase lost in its abbreviation.  

Yes, KYC has remained just an identity- and-residential proof collection activity in banks and other 

industries. 

Knowing the customer is the MOST important key for success of any enterprise.  

Do we know our customers? If yes, then we will know what their needs are, how they are fulfilling 

it; if our offers match their needs and behaviours; if they can afford it, if they like it and would be 
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recommending it. Yes, knowing the CUSTOMER is one of the most critical activities of any 

business. 

The Father of the nation, Mahatma Gandhi not only fought for our freedom, but also had a profound 

view about our customers. His views of the customer are worth knowing. 

"A customer is the most important visitor on our premises. He is not 

dependent on us. We are dependent on him. He is not an interruption of 

our work. He is the purpose of it. He is not an outsider to our business. He 

is part of it. We are not doing him a favour by serving him.’’  

What does an enterprise need to know about its the most important visitors?  

 Why did they select us to do business with? 

 Whether we fulfil their needs as per their expectations? 

 Whether there are any “sacrifices’’ they make to avail our services? (i.e. expectations minus actual 

experience with our offerings) 

 Whether we can do something which can exceed their expectations when they visit us the 

next time? 

 What and how can it be done? 

 Whether we can pleasantly surprise them in their next encounter with our brand? If so, how?  

 How can we make their life easier, more pleasant and less painful?  

 

KYC is not just an address proof and photo ID procedure. It’s MUCH MUCH more and deeper than 

that. However, we stop at stage one. What a powerful business management activity that missed its 

target completely!!!! 

ii. Customer Feedback:  

Mostly never taken or most don’t know what to ask. 

I am a customer of two of the largest private sector banks in India, one PSU bank, the largest credit 

card company, some insurance companies, numerous public utility companies, telecom companies 

and one thing is common in all of them: 

NO company has ever asked me for any feedback in all these years.   



I recently visited a newly opened but popular restaurant where along with, the bill was present a 

small, crisp feedback form. Now everything preceding to this was near perfect; ambience, food 

quality, customer service, attentive staff, clean and perfumed washrooms, food presentation, menu 

card, light music and also a nifty valet parking service. Barring a few elements which could have 

made the experience more delightful, everything was perfect.  

After a near perfect show, if they are asking for a feedback, it shows that they are aware they have 

done their best. But they would like to know where they are lacking and are open to suggestions. 

They are aware that they are living in the times of Zomato. 

Customer feedback is not only the MOST powerful tool for CX betterment initiatives, but also the 

most critical business tool. It tells the enterprise if they are meeting the expectations of the person for 

whom they are in existence. 

Jeff Bezos, customer experience champion CEO of Amazon.com says,  

“Don't just listen to customers, understand them."  

Customer feedback gives great insight. It makes a customer feel you care, and acting on the 

feedback certainly adds value to the business.  

When an enterprise is concerned about feedback they will perform well and actively check out 

feedback to know if they have met the expectations.  A customer’s anger too, sometimes dissipates 

after filling the feedback form.   

When was the last time your enterprise had taken customer feedback? There is no excuse for B2B 

companies either as we know all businesses are B2C.   

b) Customer Journey Mapping (CJM): 

In the olden days, good kings were known to roam the city in disguise to know the mood of the 

people; what they felt about his rule and thought about him. In recent times we have seen this in the 

movie ‘Jodha Akbar’ where Hrithik Roshan as King Akbar moves about in disguise and gets many 

insights about what his citizens feel about his governance.  

Likewise, the best way to know how customers are being treated by an enterprise, and what they 

experience, is by becoming a customer of your own company.  
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Have CEOs ever called their call center? Have they walked into their retail store? Have they taken 

treatment in their own hospital? Have they opened an account in their own bank themselves? Before 

they are tempted to answer, “YES’’, remember, IN DISGUISE is the key requirement. 

Therefore, the best way to map the experience is to map the customer’s journey. Customer Journey 

Mapping can give a clear insight into what is happening with customers when they deal with the 

entrepreneurial endeavour of the enterprise.   

The best way to understand this is by actually seeing the map: Following map shows how Starbucks 

maps - specific journey experience.  

 

 

[ Exhibit 17]     Starbucks CX Map,   Copyright Global CEM, Republished with permission from Global CEM 

Following Capgemini diagram illustrates how the journey is undertaken & mapped in a multi-

channel world.    



 

[ Exhibit 18]   Source: Capgemini Consulting 

What do you do? What do you plan to do? Let’s know how this map helps in getting insight.  

Usually a customer journey starts much before they enter the store, branch, hospital or buys products. 

Therefore, if we look at customers’ journey after they enter the outlet or use product/service it will 

only give a limited insight. Designing deliberate customer experience needs entrepreneurs to know 

the first impression that their enterprise is creating. It is somewhere away from the outlet or 

product/service. It could be an advertisement or customer reviews by existing users or an enterprise’s 

response to a customer’s Twitter complaints.  

The following picture tells one about the route of the journey.  
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[Exhibit 19] Stages of customer experience 

Now, what happens at every stage comprises customer experience. There is a theory which states 

that a customer remembers the high /low points and the final experience. Be that as it may, walking 

through a customer’s journey is extremely insightful and can point out if different departments are 

working in sync with each other and in sync with the ‘so called’ mission statement.   

Knowing when your customer’s journey begins and ends is very critical. 

In the healthcare segment customers are usually happy with the actual diagnosis / treatment, but they 

usually are unhappy with all that it takes to avail the healthcare service. What this journey involves is 

proper pre-consulting guidance, administration, registration, payment and waiting time /management 

during the consultation. For in-house patients, support and facilities for family attendants, visitors are 

often inadequate as it is not considered a core service and therefore ignored.    

Now, let’s look across industries. While often core products and services are given the required 

attention, everything else is considered secondary and ignored. Insurance policy features are great, 

but the agent will miss-sell, call center will mishandle and ultimately claim settlement will be 



delayed. Real estate developers will build a world class (as they claim) project, but will fumble at sales 

team, buying processes,  post buying journeys and possession deadline commitments. 

Imagine a restaurant serving mouth-watering food, but with ambience, hygiene, waiter attire and 

training, queue management etc. off sync. What will be its fate?   

We have all seen that even if the core product, say, food is tasty and the talk of the town, unless all 

other peripheral aspects are taken care of equally, the restaurant will struggle to survive, if not go out 

of business immediately.  

Therefore, the question is - what are the starting points and the end points of the product and services 

your enterprise is offering? From where does the customer journey begin and where does it end? 

Every enterprise must know this as customers are equally concerned with all peripheral experiences 

that the business presents while offering its core product and services. And ignoring these aspects 

can make or break the business in this new experience – sharing world we all are living in.   

Experience Map – Hospital Admission (non emergency treatment) 
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[Exhibit 20] Customer Journey and Exposure of enterprise 

{ It’s not only the people at the front desk, but everyone at every stage and process touches the customer - directly or indirectly} 

What is happening at each step of the journey needs to be mapped with the criteria stated in Exhibit 

20 to know the final result of each step.   

This map gives an idea of how experience moves at every stage and how customers feel and think 

about the experience and the enterprise.  

End to end customer experiences is important. Everything else - strategy, mission statement, 

customer service, training at a call center, feedback, etc. etc. etc. are irrelevant if they are not 

enhancing the overall customer experience. And yes, emotions do play a very important role in the 

overall customer experience.   

So how do you do it?  

 Select a particular journey 

 Know the customer’s needs  

 Know what the journey accomplishes for the customers 

 Map step by step experience 

 Map touch points off stage and on stage 

 

Another approach could be to select a particular type of customer and walk his journey. Journey 

experience could be different for different classes of customers.  

CJM is one of the finest ways to get experience insight. It can be undertaken by senior management 

or professional agencies or experts can be engaged in mapping the journey. Human behaviour 

experts can also be included to work along with the CX designing team.    

Digital Journey Mapping - Big Data 

Enterprises are now capturing (always generated) so much data that processing the data to make sense 

has become challenging. Everything we do creates data. What we eat, what we buy, how we 

commute, the movies we see, the restaurants we visit, the number of calls we make on weekdays and 

weekends, number of air travels in a year, number of FB posts - in short, everything. From the 

biggest to the tiniest thing everyone does is data and is captured by the technology we use or 

encounter. This is in a way a Digital Journey Mapping.   



All stake holders like businesses, governments, marketing agencies, researchers, scientists will use 

relevant data to make sense of what we do and what we will do and to know how they should 

respond to it.   

Yes, data can give us insight, pattern and indicate trends. It’s a huge opportunity for IT companies. 

It’s a huge opportunity for those who want to stay ahead. As per the Gartner report of June 2013, 

companies have the following priority with Big Data. 

 

[ Exhibit 21]  Big data usage priorities, Source: eMarketer 

But too much data analysis can sometimes paralyse and therefore without dwelling much on the 

subject, we can say that along with social media, this nano big data can also offer some customer 

insight & will impact the business landscape.  

IT companies are following Prof C.K. Prahalad’s advice:  

“Companies have to continuously create new sources of profit.’’  

But I am not sure whether it will help users of BIG data, as Prof C.K. Prahalad had also said,  

“Future will not be an extrapolation of the past.” 

We are in such competitive times that the herd mentality will prevail and win. The following quotes 

will help you to choose the side you wish to take:   
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"Data are becoming the new raw material of business."  

Chris Lynch, former President and chief executive officer of Vertica Systems. 

“Everybody gets so much information all day long that they lose their 

common sense.”   

Gertrude Stein, American Novel & Play Writer. 

“Big data is like teenage sex: everyone talks about it, nobody really knows 

how to do it, everyone thinks everyone else is doing it, so everyone claims 

they are doing it...” 

Dan Ariely, Professor of Psychology & Behavioural Economics, Duke University.   

Big data is going to impact business decisions. But remember, it’s just a tool and not a strategy. A 

tool, that possibly can help enterprise in bettering its CX. After all, as the book, ‘Creative 

Confidence’ puts it,  

“It’s hard to gain competitive advantage if you and your competitors are 

consuming the same data.’’ 

6.4) Improve: 

“Design is not HOW it looks, but how it WORKS." Steve Jobs.   

Now, enterprise has enough insight to go to the drawing board and design new customer experience 

in line with the CX statement it has coined.   

Checklist: 

a) Ideal fitness Parameters (Define - CX Statement)  

b) CX diagnosis (Measure - NPS, CES & ES etc.)  

c) CX leakage points are known (CX Audit & CJM Reports)  

 

Next, by involving a fitness instructor, the enterprise needs to design a road map for the new 

customer experience they wish to create. 



The fitness instructor for CX improvement is the customer experience designer. Like an architect 

designs for a spatial experience, a CX designer designs for customer journey experiences. It is a 

combination of hard and soft measures, but the focus is largely on the soft part to meet the 

customer’s needs (rational + emotional) with ease and delight. 

Like cost champions start with a zero cost and then build upon it the minimum costs necessary to 

achieve the end results, a CX designer starts with a superior and ideal CX. He brings the customer 

angle in everything an enterprise does.  

Many companies involve customers also at this stage for designing customer experiences. CX design 

is best done with customers, CXOs and their team and CX designers to add objectivity and 

experience to the entire exercise. Involvement of the internal team responsible for execution and 

monitoring is very critical for the success of the initiative.   

Designing what happens at every touch point is a challenge. But do we have an option? Imagine a 

film director leaving many things to chance. Imagine the perfectionist, Sanjay Leela Bhansali leaves 

many things to chance in movies like ‘Devdas’ or ‘Goliyo Ka Ras Leela Ram Leela’. There will be 

no magic unless he designs & is involved in every screen shown to the audience.   

Yes, a CEO or person in charge of the business must get involved in designing every aspect of the 

customer experience. In movies, producers, actors and directors focus on marketing only after the 

movie is ready; to tell the audience what experiences the movie will offer them. And the director is 

in command of experience aspect of the movie when in production. It is only in business that the 

CEO remains focused on every other aspect but customer experience. Unless, of course, they are CX 

passionate CEOs like Steve Jobs, Jeff Bezos, Tony Hsieh and Richard Branson and the results of 

their passion for customers are before us all.   

The fundamental question one must ask is: Who is in charge of the end to end customer experience 

in your organisation? If the answer is nobody, then be sure your customers are suffering. They are 

with you either because they have no option or they are already looking for an early opportunity to 

switch. Beware, you may pause and think also.   

When was the last time a CEO of a company had read online customer reviews of their products and 

services? Or for that matter, even read customer feedback forms and tweets about the company? 

Most feedback forms are not even designed to get customer feedback about how to fulfil their needs 

with ease. It is about how efficiently the company is doing what they are doing and how their 
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employees are performing. Many don’t even ask for any actionable insight. We are supposed to take 

feedback, so we are doing it. That’s the thinking.  

CX Design takes place in the following steps: 

 Improvement based on initial audits and CJM insights – These are starting points to set 

the momentum.  

 Improvement as total transformation based on new CX Statement - CJM and Audits do 

offer important insights here.    

We have seen that customer experience is not a product, but a service. It is about end to end 

customer journey and therefore it cannot be designed like a product. Knowing the difference between 

product design and service design is important. This can be better known by knowing defects in 

designing both. 

Defective Products Vs Defective Services 

 

[Exhibit 22] Product Vs Service Design 



Therefore, it is most critical for experience designers to design the experience and map customer 

journeys to know the defects in experience design. It’s difficult and challenging, but critical. 

In their seminal book. ‘Service Design - From Insight to Implementation’, authors Andy Polaine, 

Lavarans Lovelie and Ben Reason write,  

“.... This Industrial mode is inefficient and ineffective for services. As soon 

as we forget that people - living, feeling, emotive human beings - are 

involved throughout the entire chain of events and not just at the moment 

of use by the customer, things go wrong.....”   

There is a saying that if there is a physical queue or waiting involved in obtaining anything, it is a 

bad design. If the user finds it difficult to fill a form, it is a bad design.  

Therefore, experience design needs a different approach than a product approach. Users of Apple 

phones are not only concerned about the product usage, but its buying and support service experience 

too. Bank customers are not only interested in the rate of interest on loans or fixed deposits, but are 

concerned about the entire banking experience: from account opening forms, to after sales services, 

queues in the branch, the politeness of the officials and many such things.  

Customer experience designers or service designers have a critical role in understanding a human 

being’s rational as well as emotional needs while designing a holistic customer experience.  

In every product and service there is an element of design. From buying a railway ticket to an 

insurance policy; applying for an insurance claim, opening a bank account or availing a bank loan; 

buying a house or obtaining medical treatment in a hospital; watching a movie or buying a movie 

ticket; roaming in a mall, driving or walking on roads, navigating a railway platform, bridge, exit 

points; checking out or booking into a hotel… you name it, it involves a design. A Service Design.  

Now if these intangible services are not deliberately designed keeping a customer/user’s ease, 

convenience and comfort in mind, it will be an effort in vain.   

No part of business or enterprise activities happen automatically. It is either deliberately designed or 

deliberately not designed. But most of the times, CX gets shortsighted because the entrepreneur or 

service provider is not aware that it has to be deliberately designed.  
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All physical aspects of an enterprise are designed by various design experts; however, its final flow 

to the customer, i.e. the sales process, after the sales process, availing of actual service, skips the 

design aspects. It is these gaps in service design that create bad and frustrating customer experience.  

What else explains the fact that some of the most expensive airlines, the finest of hotels and 

hospitals, sophisticated banks and insurance companies and big brands in real estate fail in CX 

miserably?  

In every aspect of intangible service design, CX designers can improve customer experience and 

help solve many a business problem.    

Service / Experience Designing require the following steps: 

 

[Exhibit 23]  Steps in service design, Source Book: Service Design - From Insight to Implementation 

Design for Need, Ease and Delight and reap the real benefits.  

There is one more school of thought which is focussing on creating uncontested market mainly by 

focussing on better CX.      



Author duo W. Chan. Kim and Renee Mauborgne, in their book ‘Blue Ocean Strategy’ suggests that 

an organisation should look to create a new demand in an uncontested market space.  

Uncontested is the KEY word. Better CX capability is almost uncontested (or least contested).  

The Blue Ocean strategy action framework talks about: 

a) Reduce 

b) Eliminate 

c) Raise 

d) Create  

CX focus will also help enterprise in all the four actions- Reduce, Eliminate, Raise and Create: 

a) Reduce what is less important to customers  

b) Eliminate unwanted features which add to cost, but are not valued by customers  

c) Increase what is important, adds to better experience and gives a competitive advantage   

d) Create new features which offer value to customers  

They devised the following customer utility map to determine the parameters to compete upon: 

 

[Exhibit 24]     Buyer Experience Cycle, Copyrights & with permission from Blueoceanstrategy.com 

Based on the above analysis, companies can decide what to focus on, therefore what to Raise and 

Create and what to Reduce or Eliminate.  

We have seen Starbucks is one of the CX leaders. Following the Blue Ocean map will show how 

they are using its strategy in creating an uncontested market:   
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[Exhibit 25]    Starbucks, Blue Ocean

We can see how and where they are different from their competitors. CX focus and CX culture will 

always keep the enterprise in Blue Ocean

areas to improve upon.  

As stated elsewhere in the book, focusing o

asking them, but following what they do and understanding their latent needs.   

CX focus can help companies in creating uncontested markets within the overall market. We may not 

need a new coffee drinkers to create Blue Ocean

looking for better CX , by offering that

Blue Ocean created on intangibles and culture change can remain Blue Ocean longer than Blue 

Ocean created without these aspects.  

The Ocean will remain blue as long as 

6.5) Control 

Blue Ocean Value curve, Copyrights & with permission from Blueoceanstrategy.com

hey are different from their competitors. CX focus and CX culture will 

in Blue Ocean as focussing on customers will always guide enterprise on 

As stated elsewhere in the book, focusing on customers, does not mean doing what they say and/ or 

asking them, but following what they do and understanding their latent needs.   

CX focus can help companies in creating uncontested markets within the overall market. We may not 

kers to create Blue Ocean, we can attract existing coffee dr

by offering that CX. 

created on intangibles and culture change can remain Blue Ocean longer than Blue 

Ocean created without these aspects.   

will remain blue as long as the enterprise remains CX focussed.  

 

Copyrights & with permission from Blueoceanstrategy.com 

hey are different from their competitors. CX focus and CX culture will 

as focussing on customers will always guide enterprise on 

not mean doing what they say and/ or 

asking them, but following what they do and understanding their latent needs.    

CX focus can help companies in creating uncontested markets within the overall market. We may not 

e can attract existing coffee drinkers who are 

created on intangibles and culture change can remain Blue Ocean longer than Blue 



Customer experience designed in such a manner is a starting point for gaining competitive 

advantage. Retaining and enhancing the customer culture is the responsibility of the top 

management.  

The tone at the top and the governance standards set by the management will decide whether this is a 

one time affair or in-built into the company culture. It is important to emphasise at this stage that 

unless the CEOs are keen on bettering CX and have a passion to be known as a customer centric 

company, mere designing of CX will not work.  

Board Meetings must discuss about :  

a) CX Scorecard 

b) Customers Feedback 

c) Percentage of business through Customer referrals 

 

Richard Kimber in a report writes,  

“The Co-operative Bank, UK’s corporate banking division puts much of its 

success in recent years down to its fanatical focus on customer service.”    

The critical word here is, FANATICAL.   

I wonder how many CEOs are FANATIC about the customer experience their company creates!! 

Forget FANATIC. How many are even aware of CX and care about it?? It’s the role of the CEO to 

create WOW!! and a Delightful Customer Experience for his all stakeholders and more precisely 

CUSTOMERs.   

Doing is easier (Between the two), controlling is what matters. It can only happen if enterprise appoints 

someone in charge of Customer Experience.  

There is now an emergence of a new post: the Chief Customer Officer (CCO). This is a senior 

position and he represents the customers at every forum within the enterprise. He makes sure the 

designed experience is delivered to the customers. He is in charge of improving the CX scorecard the 

enterprise is following.  

Like CEOs are the owners of P & L Account, CCOs are in charge of the CX scorecard.  
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There are some data here on the other designations and industries that employ an officer entirely in 

charge of customer experience.  

 

     [Exhibit 26]  Customer Officers, Source Book - Outside In 

Chief Customer Officers (CCO) by Industry:  

 

         [Exhibit 27]  Customer Officer, Industry wise, Source Book: Outside In 

In India, industries like insurance, new age banks, retail malls and of course IT, have taken the lead 

in the appointment of customer officers. How much bandwidth they are offered will decide how 

successful they are in bettering the CX of their enterprise.                                 

The enterprise doesn’t need yet another designated officer.  

A  CCO must: 



a) Be a part of the senior management team 

b) Be able to influence decision making for the sake of customer experience 

c) Be empowered to influence the operations of the company that affects customer experience 

d) Be given a budget to enhance customer experience 

(Source Book: Outside In) 

This means the CCO must be powerful enough in the management hierarchy to influence decision 

making and take the required initiatives for better customer experiences. 

KRA of CCO: 

a) Make Customers FAN of the enterprise’s brand 

b) Focus on Customer Referral as a way to get substantial additional business 

c) Improve company CX Scorecard 

d) Make company culture customer focused (Tweaking/Re-engineering business processes and making 

people more sensitive to customer {internal & External} needs) 

A CCO with board level representation, a CEO supports the cause and a changed culture are the  

basic necessities to get the CX edge.  

Secondly, periodic measurement of CX, corrective measures, CX linked performance incentives; 

mandatory reporting on CX initiatives for listed companies and a scorecard in their annual report can 

go a long way to bring about the desired sustainable CX culture. 

As the author duo Harley Manning and Kerry Bodine of the book ‘Outside In’ point out,  

“Shipping giant FedEx has a customer experience steering committee that 

meets monthly, chaired by its founder, chairman, president and CEO.”  

This is the level of importance and commitment CX champions are paying to the customer’s 

expectations and experiences.  

(Little home work) 

Well, this itself is a big office work but still…,,  

Who can be appointed CCO of your enterprise today?  

Mr./Mrs. _________________. 



 

 

    

    

    

    

“ “ “ “ The problem with the rat rThe problem with the rat rThe problem with the rat rThe problem with the rat race is that even if you win, you’re still a rat.”ace is that even if you win, you’re still a rat.”ace is that even if you win, you’re still a rat.”ace is that even if you win, you’re still a rat.”    Lilly TomlinLilly TomlinLilly TomlinLilly Tomlin        Actress, comedian, writer, and producerActress, comedian, writer, and producerActress, comedian, writer, and producerActress, comedian, writer, and producer    
    

"A man "A man "A man "A man without a smiling face must not open a shop."without a smiling face must not open a shop."without a smiling face must not open a shop."without a smiling face must not open a shop."    Chinese ProverbChinese ProverbChinese ProverbChinese Proverb    



 

 

 

 

 

Seven: 

The Magic of memorable The Magic of memorable The Magic of memorable The Magic of memorable CXCXCXCX



 

 

This is a no-brainer, yet this requires most convincing.  

Imagine the brand experience you liked and loved. What did you do with it?  

After feeling WOW! You shared it with others. If you are young (which, of course, you think you are) you 

would share it on your social media platforms. Then, if someone asked for a specific 

recommendation, you would recommend this likeable brand.  

Finally, when the opportunity arises for a repeat buy, you would think of no other option but this 

likeable brand experience. 

a) Likeable experience is repeatable experience. This equals loyalty.  

b) Likeable experience is shareable experience. This equals free word of mouth publicity. 

c) Likeable experience is enviable experience. This equals referral customers. 

d) More referred and recommended brand means low marketing cost. 

e) More loyalty means low price elasticity and better pricing flexibility.  

f) More loyalty means higher cross sales. 

g) More loyalty and referred customers mean quicker sales cycle.  

h) Likeable customer experience means low complaints, lower cost of managing it. 

i) Likeable customer experience means knowing what customers like and love and eliminating 

everything else. This saves cost.    

j) Likeable experience is not possible without happy employees and that means low employee 

turnover. 

k) Happy employees and happy customers mean happy top management and happy 

shareholders. 

l) Everyone happy means happier society. 

m) This kind of enterprise also becomes a media favourite and books are written about such rare 

enterprises.  

Isn’t it the most powerful competitive advantage, worth pursuing?!!  

“There’s got to be more to life than fighting for fish heads.”  

(Book: Jonathan Livingston Seagull by Richard Bach.)  

For this kind of enterprise, counting fish heads becomes secondary to creating better and better 

customer experiences. (The fish head counts keep increasing with this rare passion and action, though.)  



This is the power and magic of better (scintillating, likeable, wow!!, easier) customer experience (For our 

only data driven CFOs  a separate section follows to convince them too). 

( Little Home Work) 

No home work as now you now have a purpose above profit at work.  

 



 

 

    

    

    

    

“ Only“ Only“ Only“ Only    a life lived for others is a life worthwhile.”a life lived for others is a life worthwhile.”a life lived for others is a life worthwhile.”a life lived for others is a life worthwhile.”    Albert EinsteinAlbert EinsteinAlbert EinsteinAlbert Einstein    
    

“ When employees are happy they are very best ambassadors.”“ When employees are happy they are very best ambassadors.”“ When employees are happy they are very best ambassadors.”“ When employees are happy they are very best ambassadors.”    James SinegalJames SinegalJames SinegalJames Sinegal    Co Founder & Co Founder & Co Founder & Co Founder & FormerFormerFormerFormer    CEO of Costco Retail ChainCEO of Costco Retail ChainCEO of Costco Retail ChainCEO of Costco Retail Chain



 

 

 

 

 

Eight: 

CXCXCXCX    & EX& EX& EX& EX



 

 

Another very critical aspect of this CX design is sustenance of this initiative. Without the 

involvement of people, this cannot sustain. People are the creators of WOW!!. Policies and 

procedures remain on paper if people are not on the same page. Explaining to employees the 

criticality of CX and their crucial role in the entire CX initiative is very important.    

Therefore, the route to better CX is better EX, employee experience. Organisations which take very 

good care of its employees will find it easy to move in on CX agenda. Before an enterprise can make 

customers their rave fans, they have to make their employees rave fans of the enterprise. While the 

enterprise is in existence for its customers, customers will remain only if employees serving them are 

equally motivated and enthusiastic to deliver better CX. 

Last but not least: employees responsible for offering better CX must first experience what it means. 

They should be exposed to better CX offering enterprises. We have read earlier in this book; 

Starbucks spends more on employee training than on advertising. This is the key for their better CX 

creating capabilities, apart from the top man’s passion, ofcourse. There are plenty of stories of 

WOW!! customer experience creation in various situations if employees are motivated and 

empowered.          

The Temkin Group in their report titled, ‘People Centric Customer Design’ states,   

“Align through purpose, guide through empathy and design for 

memories.”  

Empathy for customers will come only if the enterprise is empathetic towards their employees. The 

underlying theme of the motto “People come First’’ is that they come first in designing CX and not 

that they are ahead of customers. Customers, who are paying for the salaries of people, are the 

purpose of every enterprise. 

The Fidelity Group involves customers, employees and external CX experts in CX redesign 

workshops.  

“No matter your approach, screening candidates for customer centric 

values as part of the hiring and selection process is one of the most effective 

ways to shift overall mark up of your workforce’’. Book, Outside In.  



This shows how much employees matter not only in the designing of CX but even maintaining of the 

CX focus culture.  

Every organisation should use journey maps and display it in workplaces to show how each 

employee’s performance, action and inaction reaches and impacts the customer experience. From the 

remotest back office person in the accounts department to policy and process makers; from software 

code writers to recruiters in the HR department; from content and copywriters for advertising and 

marketing collaterals to warehouse in-charge to security guards at the main gate. In some way or the 

other, everybody in the organisation impacts the customer experience.  

No one can escape or claim to have no role in a better CX creation drive of an enterprise.  

 

[Exhibit 28] Employee Customer touch points 

While taking people on board is critical but its equally difficult. There will be all kinds of resistance 

to change from employees in changing company culture and making it CUSTOMER centric.          
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“The first resistance to social change is to say it's not necessary.’’ - Gloria 

Steinem 

The following excuses will come from those who do not want to change.   

a) I have never heard of this!  (That’s why it must be done) 

b) We do things this way only. (When will you innovate?) 

c) New ideas will not work in this environment. (Let it be experimented with) 

d) Do you have a proven case study? (Why can’t you become one?) 

e) I know this better since I have been doing it for years now. (Will doing things in a new way, harm? 

Or is change not for the better?)  

f) Customers don't care, they are just interested in a low price. (Do you have data to justify this?)  

g) We can’t afford to connect customers in an online media initiative. Their unity is not in our 

interest. (Well, most large brands are doing so and reaping benefits. The call is yours as they are already 

there.) 

h) We work with consultants who have experience in our industry only. (New ideas need new, 

unconditioned brains.)  

i) Brand means nothing more than a logo, stationery, uniform and sign boards. (That makes only 

8%) 

j) The last word in customer care is CRM. (CRM is a basic survival tool. Can’t we go beyond survival 

efforts?) 

 

It is here that the role of leadership comes into play. The CEO or the owner needs to step in and take 

everyone on board and demonstrate HOW better CX will help the enterprise. Keep them on board 

and keep them happy. Unless every employee becomes the enterprise’s brand advocate, customers 

won’t.   

As J. Willard Marriott, founder of Marriot Hotels said,  

“You’ve got to make your employees happy. If the employees are happy, 

they are going to make the customers happy.’’ 

( Little Home, Work) 



Ask your happy employees why they are feeling happy working with 

the enterprise.    

 



 

 

    

    

    

    

“ Back up your position with data. You don’t win arguments by saying ‘I Think.” You win by “ Back up your position with data. You don’t win arguments by saying ‘I Think.” You win by “ Back up your position with data. You don’t win arguments by saying ‘I Think.” You win by “ Back up your position with data. You don’t win arguments by saying ‘I Think.” You win by 

saying, ‘Let me show you.’   saying, ‘Let me show you.’   saying, ‘Let me show you.’   saying, ‘Let me show you.’       Jonathan RosenbergJonathan RosenbergJonathan RosenbergJonathan Rosenberg        Products @Products @Products @Products @    GoogleGoogleGoogleGoogle            
“Without data you are just another person with an opinion.” “Without data you are just another person with an opinion.” “Without data you are just another person with an opinion.” “Without data you are just another person with an opinion.”     W. Edwards DemingW. Edwards DemingW. Edwards DemingW. Edwards Deming    Award winning professor, author and management consultantAward winning professor, author and management consultantAward winning professor, author and management consultantAward winning professor, author and management consultant    



 

 

 

 

 

Nine: 

Customer ExperienceCustomer ExperienceCustomer ExperienceCustomer Experience    &&&&    CFOsCFOsCFOsCFOs



 

 

This part has to be convincing or this entire CX movement will be a non-starter, unless ofcourse the 

CEOs are like Richard Branson or Jeff Bezos, who are brutally passionate about customer 

experiences, their enterprises create (as they already know and are convinced about the topline/bottomline impact 

of better CX).  

If you are a CFO and have a mandate to improve P & L and Balance Sheet, you can’t do it on a 

sustainable basis if you IGNORE CUSTOMERS in your strategic plan of action. PERIOD.  

‘I as a CFO have nothing to do with the customers.’ If that is the belief, then these CFOs will have 

challenge to rise to the CEO level. If your action or inaction is not in any way touching the customer, 

you are anyway on the periphery.  

There are lots of debates on who comes first - customers, employees or shareholders?  The answer is 

simple. Who pays for both, ROI and salary? Those who pay to run the business are the most 

important constituent. Entrepreneurs can borrow or take things on credit to sell if they have 

customers. They can postpone salaries for a few months if they have customers. However, nothing is 

possible if there are no customers. Even for startups, the second (first is about WHAT) question venture 

capital funds ask is about customer traction.  

Unfortunately, our measurement mechanism and reporting structures under the Companies Act and 

legacy, has put shareholders in the prime spot. This is seriously flawed, not only for enterprises but 

also for our society. The success or failure of an organisation is measured only and only by financial 

parameters.  

Yes, earning profit is the motive of economic enterprises, but enterprises also suffer the tangible and 

intangible costs of generating profit. Costs that are in terms of a poor work-life environment, work 

stress, perhaps fooling customers through marketing and advertising gimmicks, mis-selling, lousy 

customer service, various tax evasions, bad governance practices etc. All these never find any 

mention in the lengthy and otherwise arousing designer annual reports of these enterprises that try to 

meet the share holders’ insatiable appetite to make money. 

(At the cost of repetition) Frauds on shareholders are taken so seriously that frauds on customers are 

ignored all together!   

Nobody cares to understand if the means to the end was sustainable, ethical and a win-win for all 

stakeholders (They think Mahatma Gandhiji’s principle of means to an end also must be pure is irrelevant today.). 



Only shareholders Centricity’ is killing enterprises today. This will make them non-sustainable in the 

long run.  

Our dear Michael Porter has taught us that cost and differentiation are the two competitive 

advantages. Therefore, all companies followed him rigorously and most became cost leaders. 

Innovation based differentiation has given birth to imitation based differentiation. Just copy your 

competitor that is the long and short of strategy now.  

In order to become cost leaders, companies have started doing things, which make them offer a 

commodity to the buyers. Customers do not see any differentiation; companies may think that they 

are offering unique products or services.  

The time has come to shift the focus to who deserves it most - The Customer. He is the source of the 

profit the company generates; the salary the company pays and returns the enterprise offers the 

shareholders.  

Data in Support of Better Customer Experience Management 

CFOs are data driven people. They believe, ‘Seeing is believing’. However, well-known author Dr. 

Wayne Dyer has taught us, ‘When you believe it, you can see it’.   

Let’s have a database driven argument: Foresters did a survey of customer experience leaders and 

laggards internationally in 2013. Based on the survey, Watermark Consulting found that: 

a) Cumulative Stock Price Return of Top 10 CX leaders in S & P 500 during 2007-2013 was 

Plus 77.70%  

b) Cumulative Return to S & P Index during 2007-2013 was Minus 2.50% 

c) Cumulative Return of CX laggards during 2007-2013 was Minus 51.50% 

There is another study done by Allianz, one of the largest insurance groups, which shows that during 

2002-2005, the CAGR of the company with better net promoter scorecard (NPS) was higher than the 

company with not such a good NPS.    

This indicates that the company offering better CX not only grows better, but also offers better ROIs 

than the company overlooking it.   

In 2011, there was a survey by ‘Right Now’, which appeared in the Oracle Customer Experience 

Impact Report, whose findings are very interesting in this time of social media. This survey reveals 

that; 
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a) 86% customer will pay more for better customer experience.  

b) 89% of consumers began business with a competitor following a poor customer experience. 

c) 79% of consumers who had shared their complaint about poor CX online had their 

complaints ignored. 

d) Only 1% said that their expectations from the brand on customer experience have always 

been met.  

e) More than 25% consumers shared their poor experience on FB or Twitter. 

(In 2015 with a deeper penetration of smart phones in the world, one can imagine the impact of good 

and bad CX!!) 

 For those, still not convinced, here are more data.  

What can go wrong if companies fail in CX Management? 

Studies by ‘Beyond Philosophy’ have also correlated the cost of customer complaints as well as the 

economics of customer retentions and acquisition.   

If a company is not focussed on CX creation, complaints will not only be high, it will also grow. The 

number of complaints can tell us about the magnitude of the problem a company can have.  

There is a data which suggests that only 2% customers complain. Therefore, in a customer base of 

1000 if only 2 customers are complaining, it means 100 have problems.  

Two percent complains and the remaining 98% customers, who have problems, don’t complain. Both 

customers will behave differently: 

 

 

[Exhibit 29] Customer Complaint Impact - Data  Source: The Customer Complaints X Ray, White paper by Beyond Philosophy 

So, for a company with revenue of Rs 100 mn and a customer base of 1 mm, the average revenue per 

customer is Rs 100. If 4400 customers complain, it means 2,20,000 customers have a problem. The 

impact of the negative experience would be as under: 



 

[Exhibit 30] Customer Complaint Economics, Source: The Customer Complaints X Ray, White paper by Beyond Philosophy 

Therefore, if the company thinks that since the complaint rate is just 2%, it can ignore it or take it 

lightly or worse, that it’s a great performance, the impact could be substantial.  

Mind you, this defection loss amount does not include the losses that a company has to undergo to 

set right the complaints made.  

Now that we know the cost of defecting customers, it is important to know what is the cost of 

acquiring a new customer and value of customer retention.   

Despite some counter claims, it is generally believed that it is 5 to 10 times -  depending on the 

industry - costlier to acquire a new customer vis a vis retaining one. A company can have a 5 to 25% 

increase in bottom-line just by increasing the retention rate by 5%. (Source: Prescription for Cost Cutting 

by Frederick Reichheld, Bain & Company) 

Research suggests that a customer acquired through referral has a 92% retention rate as compared to 

one acquired through advertising which has a 68% retention rate. (Source: Bill Bleuel, PhD, Professor, 

Decision Making Sciences, Graziadio Business report)  
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A Harvard Business Review article, ‘How Valuable is Word of Mouth’ defines 4 classes of 

customers based on their lifetime value and the value they create by customer referrals for the 

telecom sector. 

 

[Exhibit 31]  Types of Customers from lifetime value perspective 

Reprinted with permission from "How Valuable Is Word of Mouth?" by V Kumar; Andrew Petersen, and Robert P. Leone, Harvard Business Review, 

October 2007.  Copyright 2007 by Harvard Business Publishing; all rights reserved. 

Thus, better customer experience not only helps in retaining customers, but in up sales and cross 

sales too. As sales go up, word of mouth referral can bring in new customers without much effort and 

cost. This can have huge financial benefits.     

“Profit in a transaction with a customer that comes back voluntarily may 

be 10 times the profit realized from a customer that responds to advertising 

and other persuasion.  Simply stated, optimizing customer experience 

translates directly to profits.’’              W. Edwards Deming, from the book Out of the 

Crisis. 

This data above makes it amply clear that all the financial ratios that CFOs are concerned with, like 

CAGR, EBIDTA, PBT, EPS, ROI, etc. are actually hugely dependent on NPS, CES & ES, the 

measurement indices for CX.  



 

[Exhibit 32] An apple (CX) a day keeps financial data in healthy shape 

In her book, ‘Get Bold’, author Sandy Carter of IBM writes,  

“95% of standout organisations those who out performed on their financial 

results, will focus more on getting closer to customers over the next 5 years 

because of the increased shareholder value it brings. This makes customer 

engagement the number one priority to succeed in the new economic 

environment.’’  

She has also defined the word Engagement as,  

“Very simply, it is the way that a company or country holds the attention of 

its ecosystem, client and potential client.”  

Imagine achieving better financial results on a sustainable basis without bettering the customer 

experience!!! 

Bottom-line: 

CFOs must, as a change agent, initiate a CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE movement in the company.  

CFOs are champions of data and figures; having mastery in this critical area of CX can not only 

bridge, but also quicken their journey from CFO to CEO.  

Apart from CFOs, CXOs across organisations will also benefit from the CX focus of an enterprise. 

Let’s compare how CXOs are most benefitted from better CX.  
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[Exhibit 33] CX benefits to CXOs 

CXOs should keep this in mind while dealing or not dealing with customer experience,  

“I won't complain. I just won't come back.” Brown & Williamson Tobacco Ad. 

(Little Home Work) 

Know your customer acquisition cost vs experience creation 

cost/benefit. (Ask CFO!!)   



 

 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

““““It has become It has become It has become It has become appallinglyappallinglyappallinglyappallingly    obvious that our technology has exceeded our humanity.obvious that our technology has exceeded our humanity.obvious that our technology has exceeded our humanity.obvious that our technology has exceeded our humanity.””””    AlbertAlbertAlbertAlbert    EinsteinEinsteinEinsteinEinstein    
 

 

““““One machine can do the work of fifty ordinary men. No machine can do the work One machine can do the work of fifty ordinary men. No machine can do the work One machine can do the work of fifty ordinary men. No machine can do the work One machine can do the work of fifty ordinary men. No machine can do the work ofofofof    one one one one 

extraordinary man.extraordinary man.extraordinary man.extraordinary man.””””    ElbertElbertElbertElbert    HubbardHubbardHubbardHubbard    Writer,Writer,Writer,Writer,    publisher,publisher,publisher,publisher,    artist,artist,artist,artist,    andandandand    philosopherphilosopherphilosopherphilosopher



 

 

 

 

 

Ten: 

CX CX CX CX & Technology& Technology& Technology& Technology



 

 

I was at banking conference a few days ago. The Chairman of one of the private banks was speaking 

about how technology is changing the banking. He informed that his bank now opens an account 

with the help of Selfie photo and other documents shared with the help of technology. 

Technology has enabled us to bank online and invest online, even with mobile. Technology has 

brought ease in our life, be it online trading to online movie ticket booking to taxi booking and also 

the way we read i.e. ebook. So much so that even income tax and all Govt filings are online now.   

When we book an appointment in a hospital or a diagnostic centre we, receive an SMS to confirm 

our appointment. This is a very basic use of technology, but an important one.  Railway allows us 

ticketless travel and mere SMS is enough.    

Technology can and is playing an enormous role in bettering the customer experience. Technology 

can bring ease and speed which is what customer always wants.       

But before one is tempted to overestimate the importance of technology a word of wisdom as caution 

is necessary.   

In their book ‘Seven Steps to Nirvana’ authors Mohan Sawhney & Jeff Zabin writes; 

E-business is not about selling appliances online, Rather it is about happy 

customers.   

The word E-business is or rather must, be exchanged for the word Technology. Rather than getting 

obsessed with the technology, it must be viewed and pursued to achieve the end result: Happy 

Customers.  

As the authors write; 

Enlightened firms always begin their ebusiness strategy with a customer 

value proposition, instead of starting with a three-letter acronym like 

CRM, SCM or ORM. In fact, technology doesn’t enter the discussion until 

much later.   

I am repeating this as in my conversation with many CXOs they often were found telling either our 

CRM software or CTO is taking care of customer experience. CX is much more than mere usage 

technology. Technology is one of the constituents of better CX and not a substitute of better CX 
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capability. This MYTH has entered the ecosystem as most of the leading technology companies 

considering the importance offer customer experience solution. However, it has for the entrepreneurs 

and business managers to decide their customer experience statement, customer journeys, touch 

points and then decide where and how technology can play an effective role without ignoring the 

importance of human touch and empathy. Reckless and overuse of technology will not enhance 

customer experience.  

Even for technology companies, there is a learning about the importance of customer experience in 

the report published by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology ‘The role of customer experience 

in technology strategy : Implications for product adoption in information technology’ by Vernon & 

Mona Masghati; 

The results of this study show that in order to survive and compete in the 

digital economy, information technology companies need to shed a 

comfortable yet myopic focus on technology advantage and acquire the 

capability to develop and execute business strategies focused on excellent 

and inimitable customer experience. 

The point is every enterprise survives for its customers. Merely focusing on product or technology 

without fulfilling the customer needs or enhancing customer experience is bound to fail sooner or 

later.   

Having enough cautioning about the overuse of technology, effective use of technology can certainly 

enhance customer experience: 

To enhance speed, better response time - ticket buying, banking transactions 

To enhance ease, better way of doing it - share trading, shopping 

To enhance convenience, doing it from anywhere - appointments, claims 

To enhance awareness, content marketing through blogs 

To enhance support, YouTube product usage guide,  

To enhance communication, Video of CEO’s communication with customers  

To enhance peace of mind, confirmation over email/SMS 



To enable seamlessness, multichannel integration 

Technology is an important tool to enhance customer experience. It should be used effectively to 

enable better experience to achieve any or all of the above objectives. View your customer journey 

maps and apply technology wherever possible to achieve the objectives.  

Like better language can improve customer experience better usage of technology can improve 

customer experience. These are important ingredients of better CX. 

As mentioned elsewhere in the book: 

Decision thought process should flow in this order: 

Desirability (Customer)                   Technical Feasibility                    Financial Viability. 

Desirability MUST precede feasibility and viability.    

A quote from an American journalist James Surowiecki says it all;  

Technology is supposed to make our lives easier, allowing us to do things 

more quickly and efficiently. But too often it seems to make things harder, 

leaving us with fifty-button remote controls, digital cameras with hundreds 

of mysterious features and book-length manuals, and cars with dashboard 

systems worthy of the space shuttle. 

This is what a customer feels about the (mis, over, unempathetic) use of the technology. 

 

(Little Home work) 

Select any customer project and see how technology can be added 

to better CX and how technology can be eliminated for better 

(Human and empathetic)CX. 



 

 

    

    

    

    

“Whatever words we utter should be chosen with care for people will“Whatever words we utter should be chosen with care for people will“Whatever words we utter should be chosen with care for people will“Whatever words we utter should be chosen with care for people will    hear them and be hear them and be hear them and be hear them and be 

influenced by them for good or ill.”influenced by them for good or ill.”influenced by them for good or ill.”influenced by them for good or ill.”    BuddhaBuddhaBuddhaBuddha    
    

“You can change your world by changing your words... Remember, death and life are in the “You can change your world by changing your words... Remember, death and life are in the “You can change your world by changing your words... Remember, death and life are in the “You can change your world by changing your words... Remember, death and life are in the 

power of the tongue.”power of the tongue.”power of the tongue.”power of the tongue.”    Joel OsteenJoel OsteenJoel OsteenJoel Osteen    Preacher & Preacher & Preacher & Preacher & AuthorAuthorAuthorAuthor



 

 

 

 

 

Eleven: 

CXCXCXCX    & Communication& Communication& Communication& Communication



 

 

This is a huge differentiator & that is why I have taken a separate episode on this which is otherwise 

a part of CX design. 

There are companies in the hospitality industry that have their own communication manuals. It is 

important as communication is 24 X 7 activities for any enterprise: 

a) Website 

b) Print Media  

c) Sales & Marketing Materials  

d) Electronic Media 

e) Call centers both in/out bound 

f) Sales representatives 

g) Customer Service 

h) User manual 

i) Signboards 

j) Bill Design, policy, letters to customers  

k) Management to Employees communication  

l) Management interviews to the media 

 

Verbal, nonverbal, written, words, phrases, tone, quantity - more or less everything matters & 

impacts CX. Every business needs to communicate so much that if there is no uniform practice or 

culture, it will go in different directions, will create different meanings & image of an enterprise. 

Ideally, every enterprise MUST have an in-house crisp communication guidebook. This can be 

called ‘ Communication & Culture manual’. It need not have readymade drafts, but  clear cut dos and 

Don’ts for every form of communication stated above. It also must have a vocabulary check list 

which everyone needs to know and master. The employee should not be known from the company 

uniform she wears, but from the language she speaks/writes. 

Listening is considered to be a very vital component of communication and unfortunately most of us 

lack in this. Reading customer feedback is listening, reading their social media comment is listening, 

listening to call center transcripts between the executive and customers is listening. How often do 

senior CXOs listen to their customers?  



"The most important thing in communication is hearing what isn't 

said." Peter Drucker 

This is the reason the tone of communication matters the most. Same words with different tones can 

have different meanings. A uniformity of company culture can come not from the uniform 

employees wear, or the stationery and logo they use or the canteen they share, but can only come 

from the communication they have with the world & more specifically with their customers.    

This is about culture. We in India are aware of the traditional culture of Rajasthan (The land of kings). 

The language they speak and the welcome they offer is clearly distinguishable from other states of 

India. This is the power of verbal and non verbal communication. This is the distinction language 

and communication can create. This is the difference customers will notice and will talk about.  

CISCO, one of the largest companies in the world had engaged with a language consulting firm for 

refining the language they use with all their stakeholders. Michael Lenz, Director of Brand 

Experience Design at CISCO in one of his interviews to ‘Engage Customer’ Magazine says,   

“Someone that understood language is a foundation of customer experience 

& key to how our brand is conveyed..... The new language allows us to 

distill the message to its simplest form, and make sure that we are focused 

on what is most relevant to our audience.”          

As far as Governments are concerned as stated by Pia Mancini in her Ted Talk,  ‘How to upgrade 

democracy for the Internet era’,  

“Language of Governments is for the lawyers by the lawyers.”  

All legislations are for the common citizen to understand, however no common citizen can 

understand any legislation they have to practice and follow day in and day out without the support of 

the lawyers.  

This business of language & communication has become the businsss of showmanship of the writers. 

They write not for the users but to demonstrate their language expertise.  

Legendary ad man David Ogilvy was one of those sought-after writers, and he said,  
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“A good advertisement is one which sells the product without drawing 

attention to itself.”  

Therefore the purpose of communication is to communicate with the readers/listeners/viewers rather 

than a demonstration of the skills of the communicators.  

This was realised long back in the British City Conucil where they successfully rewrote its rule 

books in plain English by retaining a group of non experts. It helped them also in sealing some 

loopholes that were there in the original version. This was so successful that thereafter City Service 

College now runs cources on drafting simple, jargon free reports, forms and other documents. Many 

other public and private companies followed the Council. 

This complexity of communication is not limited to the Governments, where it’s a norm, but even 

some of the private sector enterprises spend tons of money, but their communication lacks clarity - 

be it their advertisements , written documents, sales collateral, what their call center executives are 

talking, their  ‘ * ‘ mark and  ‘T & C apply’ driven communications , all are the creators of 

ambiguity more than clarity. Many a time its blunt and listless. Making it interesting is a challenge 

and is the skill in demand.              

Sharing Economy is about communication; the customer experience is more about emotional needs 

and it touches emotions faster than anything else. Therefore, enterprises should communicate 

emotionally in order to take care of the emotional needs of the customers. Their rational needs can be 

taken care of by what your enterprise does for a livelihood.      

“Words of comfort, skillfully administered, are the oldest therapy known to 

man.” Louis Nizer 

This therapist when it’s an enterprise, will be rewarded by the market in an otherwise noisy world.  

(Little Home Work) 

Have in-house communication guidebook and religiously follow it.  



 

 

    

    

    

    

“It is curious that ph“It is curious that ph“It is curious that ph“It is curious that physical courage should be so common in the world and moral courage so ysical courage should be so common in the world and moral courage so ysical courage should be so common in the world and moral courage so ysical courage should be so common in the world and moral courage so 

rare.”rare.”rare.”rare.”    Mark TwainMark TwainMark TwainMark Twain    Author & Humorist Author & Humorist Author & Humorist Author & Humorist     (Replace ‘physical courage’ with BRAND(Replace ‘physical courage’ with BRAND(Replace ‘physical courage’ with BRAND(Replace ‘physical courage’ with BRAND    and ‘moral courage’ with BRANDED EXPERIENCE.) and ‘moral courage’ with BRANDED EXPERIENCE.) and ‘moral courage’ with BRANDED EXPERIENCE.) and ‘moral courage’ with BRANDED EXPERIENCE.)     
    “When we brand things, our brains perceive them as more special and valuable than they “When we brand things, our brains perceive them as more special and valuable than they “When we brand things, our brains perceive them as more special and valuable than they “When we brand things, our brains perceive them as more special and valuable than they 

actually are.”actually are.”actually are.”actually are.”    Martin LindstromMartin LindstromMartin LindstromMartin Lindstrom        Author: BuyologyAuthor: BuyologyAuthor: BuyologyAuthor: Buyology



 

 

 

 

 

Twelve: 

BRANDBRANDBRANDBRAND    &&&&    CXCXCXCX



 

 

The quote on the previous page by Mr. Martin Lindstrom perfectly applies to every brand.    

There is a rush to create BRANDs by every enterprise. They engage with advertising companies, 

spend millions on brand ambassadors and advertising. They lure potential customers and promise an 

out-of-the-world product or service.  

But real questions are :  

Is this the right way to create a brand? Is a brand that what a customer sees in commercials? Or is it 

something she experiences in the entire process of buying/availing and using the product? What 

actually is a brand?  

Definition: A Brand is a name, term, design or other feature that distinguishes one sellers' product 

from those of others. 

‘Distinguishes’ is the key word in the definition. This distinction is not mere LOGO. LOGO can 

distinguish one product from others, however, that is not the brand.  

We consume well-known brands not for that LOGO but for what the LOGO stands for. When we 

buy Colgate toothpaste a very generic brand, we expect some kind of quality from the product. But 

when we buy Pepsodent toothpaste technically we cannot differentiate. (I am referring to common 

consumers’ perception; in reality they may have millions of differences) Between the two brands, both are same 

for us therefore interchangeable without any second thought. (For that matter, most toothpastes & many 

other products and services). They have become mere LOGO brands or commodity brands. Commodity 

brand is a brand that is connected with a common product that is difficult to differentiate from 

its competitors. 

Now, after our tooth brushing is over we have our tea. So we prefer a particular brand. If we are 

given some other brand we can immediately make out the difference. For us irrespective of the 

LOGO they use, our preference will remain the same, as long as they do not change the taste of the 

tea. 

A logo may be differentiated in a limited way, but for us the taste, we experience is a differentiator 

and that is why we prefer a particular brand. 

When I buy a TV I look for Sony (I may not be able to afford it is a different story) and not because I am in 

love with the LOGO they have designed but because of the product quality and sometimes design.  
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All these show that the EXPERIENCE customers have with products and services distinguishes the 

product /service from those of others. All these experiences expressed in one symbol is LOGO and 

BRAND. 

LOGO defines and conveys a summation of Customer Experience the product and service offers. 

However, most enterprises focus on LOGO design, brand ambassador & similar other cosmetic 

aspects to look different & ignore the CX altogether. This kind of branding is a perfect case of the 

tail wagging the dog. It’s just not possible. LOGO in order to look different MUST have underlying 

products and services offering different CX.   

BRAND is a one word substitution of Customer Experience product/service offers. Now in order to 

build a BRAND where an enterprise has to focus is a no brainer. IPL is a brand for what its products 

i.e. cricket matches, offer to its  viewers. 

Brand Starbucks means the experience Starbucks coffee chain offers to their customers is 

represented by their LOGO. 

Now when we are clear that BRAND means CX represented by a LOGO, how many times do 

enterprises involve CX champion or work on CX improvement when they wish to do brand building 

& vis a vis when a company undertakes brand building, how many times does it involve advertising 

agencies? When an advertising campaign does not match the on-ground customer experience the 

brand is not BUILT but KILLED. Where should an enterprise focus and invest in, if it wishes to 

create a brand? The answer is very simple. Perhaps the creativity of advertisers could be better used 

to design better customer experiences (CX).  

BRAND experience shall be created by bettering the customer experience and advertising agency 

can be used to communicate the same. BRAND building is not a job of the advertising or marketing 

team, but of an organisation; a job of CXOs at all levels, advertising and marketing can JUST 

communicate the same to customers. Without working to improve CX, merely focusing all energy on 

communication always boomerangs.       

Suppose Mr. A always scolds his son on every small matter, the son would have a certain image of 

Mr. A as a father. BRAND = Mr. A. He will generate negative feelings every time he sees Mr. A. 

Howsoever handsome and nice Mr. A may try to look physically by visiting a handsome (We all male 

need one) parlour frequently or sending him a message through his wife (Involving Ad Agency and 

communication experts) to show that he is a changed man, it will not alter the son’s image of Mr. A.  



Unless Mr. A actually changes his nature and his son sees that he is not getting angry with him , he 

will not change his image of his father. Mr. A’s BRAND building exercise of going to the handsome 

parlour or using his wife as a messenger will not work and will go waste.  

“Some are born great, some achieve greatness, and some hire public 

relations  officers." Daniel J. Boorstin, US historian and writer. 

The experience a BRAND creates, makes or destroys the brand & not cosmetic changes or  

extremely smart communication messages. That Advertising & Marketing is a BRAND building 

exercise / initiative is the OLDEST MYTH enterprises are living with.    

“One customer well taken care of could be more valuable than $ 10000 

worth of advertising. “ Jim Rohn, Entrepreneurs, Author & Speaker.  

Advertising is important, but not at the cost of or not without first working on better brand promise 

and fulfilling the promise (sometimes even by going out of the way to do so).     

Enterprise advertising not commensurate with social media customer reviews makes advertising 

irrelevant. Enterprises communicate what they think they are and they think they do, customer 

communicates what enterprises actually are and what they actually do. 

Ad Guru David Ogilvy had said,  

“Great Marketing only makes weak /lousy products die faster.”   

Most companies are spending millions on marketing; imagine if the offerings are lousy what would 

be the fate of the company. We have sites like mouthshut.com influencing some 352 million 

customers with reviews of some seven hundred thousand products by customers, Bookmyshow.com 

has movies reviews, Zomato has restaurants and Tripadvisor.com takes care of hotels. Every product 

and service are rated and reviewed online by customers. Days of fooling customers are over. This is 

the biggest change we see with moving of the bread.           

BRAND is Customer Experience and BRAND building communication is taken over by the 

customer himself. BRAND is static in advertising and marketing messages, CX is BRAND in action.   

Check your marketing messages and compare the same with some of the Tweets by your customers 

to know what your customer is talking about your BRAND in action (you will realise the  what / where / 

how of your BRAND). 
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Great PR, or creative advertising and communication messages CAN NOT substitute GREAT CX 

creating capabilities. 

While I was finalising the manuscript I read the views of Guy Kawasaki on his blog post titled ‘Art 

of Branding’ which resonates with the theme of the book completely:   

“ ...  Brands are built on what people are saying about you on social media, 

not what you’re saying about yourself. People say good things about you 

when (a) you have a great product and (b) you get people to spread the 

word about it...”  

(Little Home Work) 

Visit social media sites & know the brand your enterprise has built!! 



 

 

    

    

    

    

“Either write something worth reading or d“Either write something worth reading or d“Either write something worth reading or d“Either write something worth reading or do something worth writing about.”o something worth writing about.”o something worth writing about.”o something worth writing about.”    Benjamin FranklinBenjamin FranklinBenjamin FranklinBenjamin Franklin    
““““For a truly effective social campaign, a brand needs to embrace the first principles of For a truly effective social campaign, a brand needs to embrace the first principles of For a truly effective social campaign, a brand needs to embrace the first principles of For a truly effective social campaign, a brand needs to embrace the first principles of 

marketing, which involves brand definition and consistent storytelling.marketing, which involves brand definition and consistent storytelling.marketing, which involves brand definition and consistent storytelling.marketing, which involves brand definition and consistent storytelling.””””    Simon MainwaringSimon MainwaringSimon MainwaringSimon Mainwaring    An awardAn awardAn awardAn award----winning branding consultant, advertising creative director, and social media specialist and bloggerwinning branding consultant, advertising creative director, and social media specialist and bloggerwinning branding consultant, advertising creative director, and social media specialist and bloggerwinning branding consultant, advertising creative director, and social media specialist and blogger



 

 

 

 

 

 

Thirteen: 

CXCXCXCX    & Story telling& Story telling& Story telling& Story telling    



 

 

“Personal stories and gossip make up 65% of our conversations.” Jeremy 

Hsu. 

Therefore everyone needs some real stories and matters to talk and gossip about. Alternatively, they 

will fake it and make up for the 65% of the conversations.    

We all need and love stories. If you listen carefully to any conversation,  it’s mostly about sharing 

personal stories. Our personal experiences, stories about people, places, products or brands.  

Here lies great opportunities for CX creators to build a brand and market it without actually 

marketing. In her book ‘No Money Marketing’ author Jessie Paul writes,    

“The success of sales depends not just on who you know, but how many 

people know you and like you.”     

Now this HOW MANY PEOPLE thing will only happen during Customer to Customer 

conversations. 

Customers are not interested in promoting any brands BUT what they are interested in is 

CONVERSATIONS. Conversations need stories, well 65% of the time.     

As an enterprise the fundamental role of marketing has shifted from marketing to creating better CX 

and enabling the sharing of the experience by existing customers to influence potential customers. 

ENABLING sharing of customer experience stories is the real role of marketing in this sharing 

economy we are in.  

In the books referred earlier- ‘The Starbucks Experience’ and ‘Amaze Every customer Every time’, 

the authors have not chosen the two companies to write about just for no reason. Both these 

companies, i.e. Starbucks and Ace Stores are engaged and involved in creating better & better 

customer experience stories while selling their goods. Zappos.com is engaged in creating happiness 

for their customers and that too generates many many customer stories.   

Are they selling Coffee or Hardware or shoes? No, they are in the business of creating customer 

experience stories and in the process sells whatever. Customers like their experiences & share it with 

a fellow human being - online and offline and these companies get more customers. It’s a virtuous 

cycle (negative CX can equally create vicious cycle). 
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Companies can create three kinds of experience: 

 

[Exhibit 34] Word of mouth or word of advertising  

Story telling is a great way to build a brand as customer experience stories are powerful. People like 

stories more than facts and figures. Even the best selling book ‘The Goal’ is a management book that 

was written in a story format to explain the ‘Theory of Constraint’ & the author Eliyahu Goldratt did 

it very marvelously.  

Therefore the critical question management MUST ask is:  

Does our company have  accessible customer stories powerful enough to help us win new business? 

Key words: 

a) Accessible 

b) Powerful enough 

c) To help us win new business 

 

Accessible? Well, use social media, there are plenty. Powerful? Well, here lies the challenge of 

actually working to make every customer interaction with the brand a story and to help the enterprise 

win more business. Customers now have less of time and more of choices, so the stories will help 

them save  time to navigate multiple choices.    

Seth Godin would put it, “Being Remarkable.”     



Yes, in C to C world saving time is also another critical aspect apart from getting the best possible 

deal from C to C communication.  

The whole point is enterprise has to learn to generate great customer stories and also learn to tell 

stories in its conversation with potential customers. C to C world is opening up opportunities for 

different kinds of professionals and skill sets which otherwise had no role in B to C world.     

I always wonder that all real estate developers have a great opportunity to construct a building so 

imposing that it can become a monument and be included in the sightseeing itinerary of the city.  It 

could  have the potential to change the tourism of the city. But alas, we just see everyone copying 

each other in design. So many buildings are being built, but none of them are remarkable. I think this 

applies to every business: all are in the business of copying each other and no one is in the business 

of being REMARKABLE. 

Stories are told about remarkable things, mundane things just exist. Even great stories can be created 

around plain vanilla ice-cream by making the whole experience remarkable.   

Story I: 

I had a husband who died in 2007.  Before this, we'd had a phone plan that fit our needs.  We barely 

used our cell phones so we had a limited number of minutes to use each month.  Neither of us ever 

came close to reaching that limit, not once. 

After my husband died, I was on the phone non-stop.  People calling  to see how I was.  His office  

calling  with benefit information.  His family calling  to judge me and blame me for his death. .  Etc, 

etc, etc. 

I need to add that since my husband did not have a will when he died, all  our assets were frozen.  I 

was completely unable to work and the rest of the money was unavailable until his estate was figured 

out. 

So, T-mobile calls me to tell me that my phone is about to be shut off.  My phone bill had 

reached $2000!  I explained that my husband had died and I was unable to pay the bill.  Told them 

that I didn't even know WHEN I'd have money to pay anything at all, let alone the phone bill. 

T-mobile cleared the entire $2000 from my bill.  They also gave me unlimited minutes for the next 2 

months. 
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Say what you will about T-mobile but they've done good by me.  I'll forever feel indebted to them 

and will stay with them till the end.   

Story II: 

I was travelling by Singapore Airlines sometime in the 80's from Mumbai to Singapore at a time 

when air travel was a big thing in India. Being a strict vegetarian (don't eat any meat or even eggs) I 

had requested accordingly, and the airline sent me a  confirmation  that an Asian vegetarian meal 

would be arranged for me.  

However the airline forgot to carry the meal for me and when they realized it, the air hostess was 

very apologetic about it. She then went and informed the captain who also came out and offered his 

apologies. After that the air hostess cooked up some rice and cut up some fruits that she was carrying 

for herself and offered them to me.  

Once I arrived at the airport the  duty manager who was waiting for me,  offered his apologies and 

personally ensured that I was given the best treatment that they could offer- from porters to carry the 

luggage to a  limo drop to my hotel. 

On my return, the flight was upgraded to first class and the cabin crew was informed about what had 

happened and they took special care of me. 

Once I reached my office in Bombay, Singapore Airlines sent me a huge box of chocolates and the 

country head came to my office to apologize personally.  

There can be no better example of "going the extra mile" than this. 

(Source of both stories; Quora.com) 

Are your existing customers talking passionately about the experience your enterprise is creating for 

them? Silent customers and miserable experience stories are available in plenty. Figure out the 

category your enterprise belongs to.    

In the olden days enterprise used to scream about their own stories. But in the new world customers 

are talking about their experience stories. The arrival of new media has changed the business world 

& it’s going to be revolutionised.    

Just to recap: Accessible, powerful stories, help, win new customers and at being remarkable.     



(Little Home Work) 

Self explanatory!!! 



 

 

    

    

    

““““There are two ways to There are two ways to There are two ways to There are two ways to extend a business. Take inventory of what you are good at and extend a business. Take inventory of what you are good at and extend a business. Take inventory of what you are good at and extend a business. Take inventory of what you are good at and 

extend out from your skills. Or determine what your customers need and work backward, extend out from your skills. Or determine what your customers need and work backward, extend out from your skills. Or determine what your customers need and work backward, extend out from your skills. Or determine what your customers need and work backward, 

even if it requires learning new skills.”even if it requires learning new skills.”even if it requires learning new skills.”even if it requires learning new skills.”    Jeff BezosJeff BezosJeff BezosJeff Bezos                FoundeFoundeFoundeFounder, CEO, Amazonr, CEO, Amazonr, CEO, Amazonr, CEO, Amazon.com.com.com.com    
“Business should follow and learn from others’ successes and failures in order to better “Business should follow and learn from others’ successes and failures in order to better “Business should follow and learn from others’ successes and failures in order to better “Business should follow and learn from others’ successes and failures in order to better 

understand and predict their own.”understand and predict their own.”understand and predict their own.”understand and predict their own.”    Ben MezrichBen MezrichBen MezrichBen Mezrich    Author of Accidental BillionaireAuthor of Accidental BillionaireAuthor of Accidental BillionaireAuthor of Accidental Billionaire            



 

 

 

 

 

Fourteen: 

New Skills in C to C WorldNew Skills in C to C WorldNew Skills in C to C WorldNew Skills in C to C World



 

 

Changes in the external business eco system should propel changes in the internal business eco 

system.  Incompatibility between the two can cost the enterprise dearly.  

When computers arrived every enterprise gradually moved to the software driven work atmosphere. 

Traditional accountants were replaced by young Tally savvy & certified accountants; alternatively 

traditional accountants learned accounting software. Dotcom i.e. ecommerce companies are a real 

challenge now to brick and mortar business models.  

Similarly this sharing economy shift is a major one for any business to survive and prosper.  When 

one on one or one to many becomes many to many, the whole way of doing business and business 

communication requires rethinking. Customer stories and rave reviews matter more than paid 

advertising and marketing messages of business.     

Customer stories can only appear when their experiences are deliberately designed, executed and 

shared on social media extensively. Customer stories can only appear when customer complaints on 

social media or otherwise are handled to please the customer. Customer stories can only appear when 

the enterprise is going out of the way to help customers and solve their problems rather than  

focussing only on sales.   

Therefore the new Skills for the C to C world are: 

a) CX Designers & Service Designers  

b) CX Executors 

c) Content Creators - Smart & Crisp Communicators 

d) Social Media Evangelist  

 

“Learning is “what we do”, We do it.. at age 7. We do at .... age 77. ‘’ Tom 

Peters.   

This is absolutely applicable to enterprises and individuals.     

Not only does enterprise need new skill sets for employees, management also needs a new mission 

and vision statement. Purpose above Profit will not only fetch employees, but customers too. An 

enterprise needs to talk about their purpose and allow customers to talk about their business.  Better 

customer experience coupled with a sense of purpose is an apt combination in this new world to 

thrive.  



Following paragraph from an Ebook on ‘Copy Writing’ by Copyblogger aptly advises copy writers 

that more than price it is the time spent with the product / services i.e. experience of the customer is 

far more effective in buying decision.    

Jennifer Aaker, the lead researcher in the Stanford study, sought to explain 

why companies like Miller would use a slogan such as … 

Miller Time!  

As an inexpensive beer, shouldn’t they be promoting their reasonable 

prices instead?  

It turns out, no.  

A person’s experience with a product tends to foster feelings of personal 

connection with it, referring to time typically leads to more favorable 

attitudes — and to more purchases.  

What does this have to do with writing great copy?  

Writing compelling copy helps you speak to what really matters to your 

buyer — and that’s their time, troubles, and objectives. 

Now when your copy writers, be it advertising or content marketing, need to write about experiences 

of customers, how will they write if there is none to write? Even content creators would be effective 

if they have interesting customer experience stories to write about. The Experience Economy and C 

to C Sharing Economy demand not only new skills but also new ways of convincing people to buy.     

Design for Experience and Communicate for Engagement. Artists are going to rule in the sharing 

economy. Be it designers or writers or story tellers. Knowledge of science will be commercialised 

with the help of by Artists. Artists include as defined by Seth Godin:  

An artists is someone who uses bravery, insight, creativity, and boldness to 

challenge the status quo. And an artists takes it personally. 

Art is a personal gift that changes the recipient. The medium doesn't 

matter. The intent does. 
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Art is a personal act of courage, something one human does that creates 

change in another.” 

A number of artists in an organisation will influence the success of an enterprise. Are you recruiting 

artists?   

Before concluding, just a hint - traditional HR teams won’t realise this and will need overhaul to 

retain, acquire and retrain the relevant skilled people.    

(Little Home Work) 

Try and find the artists in your existing team!  



 

 

    

    

    

“Life can be underst“Life can be underst“Life can be underst“Life can be understoodoodoodood    backwards but it must be lived forward”backwards but it must be lived forward”backwards but it must be lived forward”backwards but it must be lived forward”    SorenSorenSorenSoren    KierkegaardKierkegaardKierkegaardKierkegaard    DanishDanishDanishDanish    PhilosopherPhilosopherPhilosopherPhilosopher        
“The value of experie“The value of experie“The value of experie“The value of experiencencencence    is not seeing much, but seeing wisely.”is not seeing much, but seeing wisely.”is not seeing much, but seeing wisely.”is not seeing much, but seeing wisely.”    William OslerWilliam OslerWilliam OslerWilliam Osler    CanadianCanadianCanadianCanadian    PhysicianPhysicianPhysicianPhysician    



 

 

 

 

 

Fifteen: 

C to C VeteransC to C VeteransC to C VeteransC to C Veterans



 

 

Professionals like doctors, advocates and chartered accountants flourish and succeed only because of 

C to C referrals. They are more experienced to live in this sharing economy.   

These professionals can not advertise or do formal marketing as per their professional code of 

conduct. They rely merely on their networking skills and C to C referrals to get new clients. 

The experience they create: experience of a human being, professional competency, accessibility, 

attracts clients for them. About doctors there is a saying, “they get fascinated with the disease but are 

not interested in the patients.” This is applicable to  most professionals; they get overly focussed on 

technical matters and lose sight of the essential relationship building. Why only most professionals, 

it’s applicable to  all businesses.   

Most enterprises are so focussed on sales and their own offerings that they lose sight of relationship 

building. Relationship building is KEY in C to C world.  

Imagine a situation where you need the  services of any of the three professionals mentioned above. 

How will you approach it?  

a) Will you go to someone in close proximity? or  

b) Someone inexpensive? or  

c) Someone very big and busy? or  

d) Someone referred by a close friend or family members?    

Mostly the answer would be (d) and if the stakes are high, the answer would be (c).  

Client to client referral is extremely important for these professionals to grow their practice.  

Therefore, what can businesses learn from these professionals about business growth via clients’ 

growth through customer referrals? 

They have thrived in the pre social media C to C world which was not infected by the viral impact of 

the present day C to C world. They had very limited reach. When one can’t advertise or when 

customers don’t trust advertising, in both scenario techniques to reach out to potential customers 

need creativity and authenticity. 

Enterprises not only need to learn thriving in the sharing economy, but Tom Peters in his book Re-

imagine! way back in 2003 had even recommended that every enterprise  must transform into PSF 

i.e. Professional Service Firms & act accordingly.     
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An enterprise must become client/customer centric from being procedure centric. Customer Journey 

maps will help. 

Don’t just perform day to day tasks but take up WOW!!  projects. 

Transform from cubical slaves to proud professional.  

Like roadside coffee makers can have an attitude & therefore can perform like Starbucks, cubical 

accountant in the corner office can have an attitude of Tom Peters, Seth Godins or Amitabh 

Bachchans of the world and act like them.  

With this professional service mindset where everyone is a HERO working on a WOW ! Project 

whatever an enterprise does surprises and delights customers at every turn. This in turn will become 

the talk of the town stories. Everyone is a professional and everyone’s JD should include customer 

WOW! Projects. Viral infections can cause epidemic, enterprises need viral epidemic of customer 

experiences in this new sharing world.  This is the raw material to thrive in this C to C viral world. 

(Little Home work) 

Select any customer project and make it a wow! project, share 

experiences with fellow employees. 

 



 

 

    

    

    

    

“Plastic surgery can't make you younger or more beautiful, because beauty is in your eyes. “Plastic surgery can't make you younger or more beautiful, because beauty is in your eyes. “Plastic surgery can't make you younger or more beautiful, because beauty is in your eyes. “Plastic surgery can't make you younger or more beautiful, because beauty is in your eyes. 

Isn't it? It's in your soul,Isn't it? It's in your soul,Isn't it? It's in your soul,Isn't it? It's in your soul,    you can't strap it on,”you can't strap it on,”you can't strap it on,”you can't strap it on,”    Sarah ParishSarah ParishSarah ParishSarah Parish    English ActressEnglish ActressEnglish ActressEnglish Actress    
“The excessive increase in anything causes a reaction in the opposite direction.”“The excessive increase in anything causes a reaction in the opposite direction.”“The excessive increase in anything causes a reaction in the opposite direction.”“The excessive increase in anything causes a reaction in the opposite direction.”    PlatoPlatoPlatoPlato



 

 

 

 

 

Sixteen: 

How It Shouldn’t BeHow It Shouldn’t BeHow It Shouldn’t BeHow It Shouldn’t Be    done?done?done?done?



 

 

CX is in vogue and so we must do something.  

Doing something merely for the sake of doing it will not yield any results and will only irritate 

customers.  I have some real life examples to share: 

An automobile company’s service center uses NPS to gauge CX. So they ask customers to rate the 

services once it is done. NPS is a one question survey, so easy to rate. But along with that, they use 

25 sub questions on different parameters of the service. They want us to rate every small thing done 

with the intent to better CX. However, every time I visited this service center, their executive asked 

me to rate only the NPS question and the rest of the questionnaire he would answer on my behalf. 

When I asked about those 25 questions on the list, he stated that the company wants to know about 

the quality of its various sub services. But who should rate it? The customer? Or should the company 

executive rate his own services? 

What was galling was that after every service, they would call me to rate their services again so as to 

confirm that what I have rated is authenticated. Not only that. They would advise me, “You will get a 

call from our HO and you should say the same thing.”  

Once I rated their services below their expectations since the service executive rather than listening 

to my problems or checking the car, suggested that it could not be a problem with the car but more 

likely it was the driver’s mistake. Later, he discovered that the problem was indeed with the car.  

However, finding the below par rating, they called me several times and the same executive even 

called to say “sorry’’. But they insisted that I change my rating, which I refused.  

This company is not particular about creating better CX, but very particular about the system of data 

collection and keeping the record straight. Had they been particular about better CX, they would 

have invested in training their people first. They would have made sure that the feedback forms are 

completed by the customers and not by service executives.  

They should have trained their executive not to advise customers before checking the vehicle. 

Perception has a huge impact on CX. As they say in their book ‘The Effortless Experience’, 

” CX is 1/3rd about DO and 2/3rd about FEEL.”   

They should also know that several calls to customers to get rating confirmations and 

reconfirmations are intrusive and irritate customers.    
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Another instance that is worth narrating, if only to recognise the ‘me-too’ mistake: Again, this is one 

of the largest companies in their field. I registered a service request on their website. I got a call and 

the conversation lasted for less than a minute. After the conversation, I was asked to rate it. Too 

much of showing off that we care’, can boomerang. Usually, call center conversations are recorded 

for quality purposes; at least that is what they tell us. And their executives can figure out how they 

have performed from the conversation.  

Feedback at every small step is irrelevant and nonsensical. Customers are not there to give you 

feedback for every small act of yours. They are there to get their things done. Therefore, seek 

feedback only when what the customer asks for, is done. Don’t keep asking at every process. Keep 

observing. Keep listening on social media and keep learning. This is what smart companies do.   

Better CX should be seen at each touch point. Mere data collection and feedback at every stage is not 

improving CX. It looks more like showing off without the necessary touch point level customer 

empathy and sensitivity.      

Just like one can’t be physically fit through a superficial or excessive workout, similarly, for offering 

better CX, neither cosmetic change nor over-doing it, will help. Just focus on fulfilling the needs 

with Ease and Delight and avoid too many intrusions into the customer’s life unnecessary. Just APT 

is the key word. Differentiation has to be created, then and then the company will move up in the 

value chain to command a premium.   

(Little Home Work) 

Check out some of your customer satisfaction or feedback or CRM 

initiatives. Are they just initiatives or top management supported 

serious initiatives? 



 

 

    

    

    

    

"Thank you for calling customer service. If "Thank you for calling customer service. If "Thank you for calling customer service. If "Thank you for calling customer service. If you're calm and rational, press 1. If you're a you're calm and rational, press 1. If you're a you're calm and rational, press 1. If you're a you're calm and rational, press 1. If you're a 

whiner, press 2. If you're a hot head, press 3"whiner, press 2. If you're a hot head, press 3"whiner, press 2. If you're a hot head, press 3"whiner, press 2. If you're a hot head, press 3"    Randy GlasbergenRandy GlasbergenRandy GlasbergenRandy Glasbergen        Cartoonist Cartoonist Cartoonist Cartoonist 



 

 

 

 

 

Seventeen: 

CX CX CX CX KillersKillersKillersKillers



 

 

Don’t do anything about CX but just avoiding the following CX killers can also result into better CX.   

 

* Of course bad product and service is a CX killer    

[Exhibit 35]  CX Killer actions 

Examples of Failed Customer Focus: 

a) We get automated replies to our mails that we can’t reply back. 

b) We get marketing SMSes without direct number of the sender and without any option to 

unsubscribe! (One of my banks send me periodic SMS about some aletrs without even stating their own 

name. They forget customers can bank with many banks.)  

c) We speak to call centre agents - every time a different person. 

d) We get computer generated letters hence signature not required, so we don’t know who has 

sent it and who to reply back to. 

e) We get letters signed by authorised signatory (un-named). 

f) We can return goods only within fixed time/day. However they sell to us 24 X 7 through 

outbound call centres even if we are in a toilet. (They have a refund policy but no sale policy). 

g) They send us the most complicated prize winning competition documents every now and 

then.  
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h) They offer attractive prizes on joining the club but when the time comes to utilise 

membership advantages, we are the least preferred. 

i) They make a fancy website but want us to call them by not providing any online contact 

help/email addresses. 

 

Unfortunately MOST of them work ONLY for MONEY and Profit and not for customers even 

though they are the very source of PROFIT. 

(Little Home Work) 

Yes its very little; call your company call centre and try to solve the 

matter or experience your enterprise’s sales & after sales process.   



 

 

    

    

    

    

    

    ““““The most terrifying words in the English language are: I'm from the government and I'm The most terrifying words in the English language are: I'm from the government and I'm The most terrifying words in the English language are: I'm from the government and I'm The most terrifying words in the English language are: I'm from the government and I'm 

here to help.here to help.here to help.here to help.””””    Ronald ReagRonald ReagRonald ReagRonald Reaganananan    ExExExEx----    President , USPresident , USPresident , USPresident , US        
““““The care of human life and happiness, and not their destruction, is the first and only object The care of human life and happiness, and not their destruction, is the first and only object The care of human life and happiness, and not their destruction, is the first and only object The care of human life and happiness, and not their destruction, is the first and only object 

of good government.of good government.of good government.of good government.””””    Thomas JeffersonThomas JeffersonThomas JeffersonThomas Jefferson    ExExExEx----    President , USPresident , USPresident , USPresident , US    



 

 

 

 

 

 

Eighteen: 

Citizen ExperienceCitizen ExperienceCitizen ExperienceCitizen Experience        

    



 

 

(CX (CX (CX (CX ----    Abbreviation including all action agenda remains the same as Customer Experience)Abbreviation including all action agenda remains the same as Customer Experience)Abbreviation including all action agenda remains the same as Customer Experience)Abbreviation including all action agenda remains the same as Customer Experience)    
   

A Citizen is synonymous with Customer when it comes to government services. All government 

services need serious re-imagination about delivery and citizen experience (CX).  

Governments touch citizens at various touch points: 

a) Tax Departments 

b) Government Banks 

c) Municipalities 

d) Passport/Election Services 

e) Business Policies 

f) Welfare Schemes 

g) Approvals/Permits /licenses 

h) Railway/Public Transport  

i) Policing 

j) Judiciary 

 

In fact, governments can transform the nation if they keep CX at the core of their every initiative.   

People’s frustrations and anger or indifference towards the government is only because of this ONE 

reason. In everything that the government does, CX is neither at the core, nor given a thought at all.   

Just imagine a day when we have to deal with any government department. How would we prepare 

ourselves mentally?   

The basic characteristics of our public services are: 

a) Inconvenient 

b) Indifferent  

c) Irritable 

d) Irresponsible 

e) Resulting in stress and frustration  

(We will succeed in getting things done only after 2 to 3 visits and after losing temper at least once, and of course, we 

don’t indulge in corruption!!)   
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The following table illustrates the comparative satisfaction of people country-wise for select 

government services: 

 

[ Exhibit 36]   Citizen Satisfaction Index,  Source: 2008 Accenture Citizen Experience Survey 

Now, if you look at the data for Singapore, a vast majority of people are happy with most of the 

services. Therefore, for any government, enhancing citizen experience can be a barometer of their 

performance and ofcourse their chances of returning to power.  

While reviewing the Accenture report an interesting statistic we come across is that in more 

developed countries, people are not satisfied with the cost of living they have to bear. The following 

table illustrates satisfaction with cost of living vis a vis world happiness index.  



 

[ Exhibit 37] Comparison or satisfaction and happiness index, Source: 2008 Accenture Citizen Experience Survey & World Happiness Report 2015 

The highest percentage of people `Very Satisfied’ and the lowest percentage of `Not Satisfied’, are 

both in India.  

As for the developed countries, the majority of the people there are not satisfied with their cost of 

living.   

Yet, a majority of the people in developed countries stated above are happier than Indians, as per the 

World Happiness Report 2015 and that is only because the government offers better services like 

healthcare, lower perception of corruption, better life choices, high life expectancy etc. Better quality 

of life makes them happier despite being dissatisfied with the cost of living.  

This means, it’s not money that makes a citizen satisfied and happy, but the services around them 

and how they are taken care of by the government that matters most to their sense of happiness. (Is 

there any clue here for better CX & pricing!)  

But now citizens are not willing to remain silent. There are social media movements across countries 

which are shaking up governments. Citizens have taken up their responsibilities and the social media 

has provided a much needed platform. Like customers, citizens too can, and are, venting their anger 
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against non-performing governments. From Arab Spring to Capture Wall Street many recent 

movements were successful largely because of the social media & other versions of C to C i.e. 

Citizen to Citizen communication.   

The Indian Prime Minister, Narendra Modi, too, used the power of the social media & C to C 

effectively to his advantage in the May 2014 general election. Political parties are using this medium 

to get elected and at the same time, people are using it to change the regime. In these interesting 

times, the impact of two way communication is unprecedented.  

Since social media presence alone will not help the government unless it has something to showcase. 

This two-way C to C communication will force all governments across countries to re-imagine 

governance. And in all this, CX matters the most and is taking center stage.  

Responsive, alert, proactive and sensitive governance is the only way forward. In order to do so, 

governments also have to use steps in redesigning the citizen experience like customer experience.  

The only difference is that along with bettering the citizen experience of existing services, 

governments also need to solve many unresolved problems. Because when governments solve 

unresolved/wicked problems, citizen experience improves substantially.  

 

[Exhibit 38]  Types of Problem 

The following three books written recently are about the DESIGN approach to solving people’s 

problems and HOW governments can use this DESIGN approach to solve both solvable and wicked 

problems:  

a) Wicked problems worth Solving (2012) by Jon Kolko 

b) Creative Confidence (2013) by Tom Kelley & David Kelley 

c) Service Design - From Insight to Implementation (2013) by Andy Polaine, Lavrans Lovlie, 

Ben Reason   



 

Design thinking will help governments in two ways:   

a) To solve wicked problems 

b) To better Citizen Experience to improve existing services 

(Merely spending, budgetary allocations without a design and experience mindset, will give us the same results we saw 

for the last many decades.) 

It would be apt to share the following matrix from the book ‘Creative Confidence’ (must read for 

everyone) while the entrepreneur or the government designs experiences: 

 

[Exhibit 39]   Sweet spot, Source Book: Creative Confidence by Tom Kelley & David Kelley 

Authors Tom and David Kelley write,  

“...  Design thinking is a methodology. Using it, we can address a wide 

variety of personal, social and business challenges in creative new ways. 

... Everything in modern society is the result of a collection of decisions 

made by someone. Why shouldn’t that someone be you? 

... Steve Jobs never took the path of least resistance. He never accepted the 

world “as is”.’’   

Why should we too accept the world “as is”?  
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Why shouldn’t governments try newer design approaches to solve social problems? Why shouldn’t 

the government try new design thinking for bettering the citizen experience?   

These books mentioned above suggest how it’s being done and can be done.  The design approach of 

thinking should form a part of the school curriculum. If the world around is dynamic and changing 

rapidly, we cannot continue to have the same old school style either.  

The Genext has to be trained on problems they are likely to face in the future. We should not keep 

teaching what we have been for the last sixty years. In the world around us, when bread and cheese 

have both moved and is likely to be churned further rapidly, our new generation should not come to 

the market place with the same old recipe and then read these books to be better prepared.  

What we teach, how we teach, where we teach MUST also change ASAP. (Seth Godin’s ebook ‘Stop 

Stealing Dreams – What is school for?’ is an interesting read.) 

There is a case study reported on liveworkstudio.com about citizen experience: 

This case study suggests how using service principles, the Norwegian Directorate of Immigration 

(UDI) redesigned their immigration process to make it less painful for a new citizen.   

These service principles are: 

a) Start with the Big Picture 

b) Listen (even though you already know most of it) 

c) Design Service Independent of Policy 

d) Identification and Communication of clear service principles  

e) Share the responsibility 

f) Be predictable 

g) Unite the whole service ecology 

 

UDI were conscious that if people engagement is poorly considered, then both the immigrants and 

the immigration service bear the cost in lost time, money and ticket reservations. The service needs 

to be easy to navigate for an efficient and effective use. The challenge for the UDI was to place users 

and their needs at the heart of service development. 

Isn’t it the challenge that every government department faces? 



In Mumbai, one of the main station heads from where long-distance, outbound trains leave, is 

Mumbai Central. This is also one of the main stations for suburban local trains. Therefore, many 

people from the city get off here to catch their long distance trains. There is a way through one 

bridge to reach the long distance platforms from the suburban railway platform. In between, is a 

ticket window always crowded with people purchasing tickets, including platform tickets for the 

outbound train platforms.  

Station also has one more bridge, exclusively for people to reach the out-bound trains connecting the 

Tardeo side of the platform to the Maratha Mandir side. This bridge is closer to the suburban 

platforms than the other one stated before. People need not walk the long distance, dragging their 

luggage behind them.  

Better option.  

This bridge can potentially be used by six kinds of commuters: 

From Tardeo Side: 

a) The long distance travellers who have reached the station via suburban trains.  

b) The people accompanying the traveller, who need to buy platform tickets.  

c) Suburban train commuters from Tardeo side who want to get out of the suburban station 

towards Maratha Mandir. 

From Maratha Mandir Side: 

d) Commuters who want to get into the Mumbai Central station from Maratha Mandir side to go 

to the suburban station.  

e) The long distance travellers who have reached the station via road at Maratha Mandir side.  

f) The people accompanying the traveller, who need to buy platform tickets.  

 

Should not the bridge be useful for these six categories of people?  

It doesn’t. For one, this bridge does not have an indicator of the long distance trains and the 

platforms they are leaving from. This is an absolute necessity for the outstation bound travellers.   

Therefore a, b, e & f  categories are ruled out as they wouldn’t know on which platform their train 

would arrive and therefore which platform to get down.  
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Now on the Tardeo side of the bridge they have the following sign board: No entry with local ticket 

or pass. So ‘c’ category is ruled out.  

 

[Exhibit 40]  Signboard on Mumbai Central Station, Foot over Bride connecting Tardeo (west) and Maratha Mandir (east) 

Therefore, the only people who can feasibly and legally use this bridge are those from Maratha 

Mandir side wanting to enter the station for suburban trains i.e. category ` d ’.  

Despite having a bridge which can be used by all the six categories of commuters only one category 

can use it.      

The facility is there for all, but in the absence of a proper application of mind the same has remained 

under utilised and the other bridge is over burdened resulting in pain to commuters.   

When I met the stationmaster & pointed this out, he did agree that putting up a train platform 

indicator which is available at the entry point of the main platforms can be useful for commuters.    

The issue is of design; the issue is about applying the mind to know who will use this bridge and 

what else would they need. As this example shows, design and an experience oriented mindset, both 

were lacking here.  



Ineffective use of resources results in public inconvenience. Such service design and customer 

experience issues are rampant across public utilities.  

There is an interesting diagram of Service Quality Gaps, which equally applies to Governents as well 

as Business.  

 

[Exhibit 41]  Service Delivery Gaps Model, Paper on-  A conceptual model of service quality & its implications for future research, by A 

Parasuraman,Valarie A.Zeithaml, Leonard A. Berry, published by American Marketing Association.  

There are gaps at all the five levels. These gaps are the cause of pathetic and stressful CX. Customers 

and Ctizen both are suffering from these un-bridged GAPS by service providers / Governments. This 

paper was written in 1985 but even after 30 years , these gaps persist and even grown bigger. Paper 

title suggests “Future Research’ but we all know the present reality. 

In short, the governments of the day have to go beyond obvious solutions and apply creative design 

thinking in solving people’s problem and enhancing citizen experience. The social media will keep 

them alert and agile and DESIGN thinking will make them solve people’s problems with new 

approaches.  
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The good news is Governments of the day are awakening to the need of using service design 

principles to better their citizen experience. Government of UK has complete Service Design manual 

for service designers and managers. India desperately needs service design approach at all levels of 

Governments for better citizen experience.    

The role of governments now (and in the future) is not only economic development, but performing 

well on other parameters and achieving not just higher GDP but a better citizen experience which 

enables overall happiness. The bottom line worth running for is not mere GDP, but a citizen 

happiness index!! GDP will follow happiness Index as research on ‘Happiness’ by Shawn Achor in 

his book ‘Happiness Advantage’ suggests, people are not happy because they are successful but the 

reverce is true. They are successful because they are happy.     

(Little Home Work for politicians and bureaucrats) 

Visit any Government department in disguise and get your things 

done. 



 

 

    

    

    

    

“In the first place, God made idiots. That was for practice. Then he made school boards.”“In the first place, God made idiots. That was for practice. Then he made school boards.”“In the first place, God made idiots. That was for practice. Then he made school boards.”“In the first place, God made idiots. That was for practice. Then he made school boards.”    Mark TwainMark TwainMark TwainMark Twain    Thank GOD he Thank GOD he Thank GOD he Thank GOD he did did did did not sanot sanot sanot sayyyy    company company company company boards, butboards, butboards, butboards, but    RahulRahulRahulRahul    YadavYadavYadavYadav, CEO, Hous, CEO, Hous, CEO, Hous, CEO, Housing.coming.coming.coming.com        did the finishing actdid the finishing actdid the finishing actdid the finishing act!!!!        
““““Wherever you see a successful business, someone once made a courageous decision.Wherever you see a successful business, someone once made a courageous decision.Wherever you see a successful business, someone once made a courageous decision.Wherever you see a successful business, someone once made a courageous decision.””””    Peter DruckerPeter DruckerPeter DruckerPeter Drucker



 

 

 

 

 

Nineteen: 

InsightInsightInsightInsight



 

 

With handy Social Media, customers shouting about their (every) experience, enterprises and 

governments must use journey maps, CX audits, big or small data to learn about CX and apply 

DESIGN and Creative THINKING to redesign what they have learnt, to create better Customer / 

Citizen Experience and enable sharing of the same on Social Media.  

Author Deve Kerpen in his book ‘Likable Social Media’ has stated HOW companies can become 

likable on social media. Most of his advice is about better CX:  

a) Listen first and never stop listening 

b) Think and Act like your customer 

c) Invite your customer to be your first fan 

d) Respond quickly to bad comments and respond to good comments too 

e) Be authentic, honest and transparent 

f) Provide Value for free 

g) Inspire your customers to share stories 

h) Integrate social media into the entire customer experience 

i) Consistently deliver excitement, surprise and delight 

j) Don’t sell, make it easy and compelling for customers to buy   

 

Whether its Deve Kepren or Michael Stlezner of Social Media Examiner or Bruce Poon Tip of G 

Adventures, one thing they say is common: For-profit businesses have to offer value for free like 

not-for-profit businesses - to acquire profitable customers.  

We have fitness trainers at our gymnasium. These trainers get their new client by the following 

means: 

a) Networking skills of the trainer (selling skill of the trainer) 

b) Potential clients see their work with their existing clients (customer experience creating skill of the 

trainer) 

c) Trainer’s regular free advice during workout to potential client (helping and empathy of trainer 

towards potential client)      
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Clients who come by the second and third options will be stickier than those who will come by the 

sheer selling spiel of the trainer (Isn’t it true for every business?). These clients also become rave fans and 

source of referral business.  

Zappos.com customer service representatives regularly tweet about their availability online for help. 

This help is not only for Zappos customers. This is for anyone who they can help with the resource at 

their command. Help without any expectation, makes the organisation empathetic, not only towards 

customers but also towards all human beings.  

Even if we ignore, for a while, the entrepreneurs’ need to create a better customer experience, we 

cannot ignore the customer’s demand for it. The customer of the future is going to demand 

experience more than material stuff. In the days to come, people are going to work less and play 

more. There are governments which are now measuring wellbeing and creating new benchmarks for 

progress. This experience economy is going to rise.  

Author James Wallman in his book ‘Stuffocation’ says,  

“We are still at the beginning. As the years pass, we will see more evidence 

of the rise of experientialism. We have got enough and had enough of the 

stuff. We are realising that to show our status, to live a life that is 

meaningful and to be happy in the 21st century, you, me and society in 

general – we all need experience more than ever.” 

In conclusion, the demand-side (Customer) and the supply-side (Enterprise) both need better customer 

experience; one for wellbeing and happiness and the other for survival. Therefore, what once used to 

be a PLAIN BREAD - just fulfilling the need - will now require added butter and jam of Ease and 

Delight to offer a better need fulfillment experience.      

This, better CX, is the only way to retain and regain customers and build brand in the new world. C 

to C are talking more and more on different social platforms with just a little smart phone at their 

command. Sheer this reality is changing the business world - ways, means, metrics, skills, marketing 

and everything else.     

(Little Home Work) 

Find actionable points from this book and act. 



 

 

    

    

    

    

“Whether you think you can, or think you can’t “Whether you think you can, or think you can’t “Whether you think you can, or think you can’t “Whether you think you can, or think you can’t ————    you’re right.” you’re right.” you’re right.” you’re right.”         Henry FordHenry FordHenry FordHenry Ford        Ford Motor CompanyFord Motor CompanyFord Motor CompanyFord Motor Company    Founder Founder Founder Founder 



 

 

 

 

 

Twenty: 

BeginningBeginningBeginningBeginning



 

 

The customers’ message in a social media enabled world is loud and clear: Offer us easy to navigate, 

memorable, delightful and shareable experience and we will shout out loud in social media and act as 

your brand advocates. And if you fail to do so and offer us a hard time with your company, we will 

shout out louder and act as a brand killer.  

Those who are CX savvy and CX leaders, are moving with this new C2C world and social media is 

helping them in moving quickly. The key points are; ways of doing business have changed, so have 

ways of communication, ways of reaching customers; parameters of measurement have changed, 

people’s attention span and  tolerance limits have also shrunk. The communication vocabulary must 

change: what enterprise, discusses in senior management meetings also must change. 

And yet the irony is that the real assets of the company, CUSTOMERs are not a part of the balance 

sheet. Brands and CX capability which are the real assets, employees who are the real assets, are 

missing from the balance sheet.   

Balance sheet and P & L statements are the end results of the year-round endeavour of the enterprise. 

It reflects, the past, but as we have seen, the future will not be an extrapolation of the past. 

Customers’ actions and inactions influence & shape the P & L statement and balance sheet. 

Therefore, in order to improve these, enterprises must focus on customer and CX.  

The most robust business strategy ever is: fulfil the customers’ needs by ease and delight. PERIOD.  

“Over the next decades, literally EVERY company will compete on the 

basis of customer experience.’’  

Harley Manning & Kerry Bodine of Forrester Research and author of the book, Outside In. 

Remember what CK Prahalad said two decades ago,  

“The question we have to ask ourselves is: what share of future 

opportunities can we capture with our current portfolio of core 

competencies and which new competencies will we have to build in order to 

maximise our share of future opportunities.’’ 

The only change he would have had to do NOW would be:  in place of in order to maximise he 

would have now used in order to survive.  
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New competencies required are for, better customer experience creation capabilities - on a 

sustainable basis.  

Crux is: Better Customer Experience COMPELS word of mouth sharing, which in this new C to C 

world ENABLES viral marketing and results in huge brand building and financial gain for the 

enterprise. However, the problem with C to C world is; the reverse, i.e. Worse Customer Experience 

COMPELS word of mouth sharing, which in this new C to C world ENABLES viral spread and 

results in huge brand damage and financial loss for the enterprise, is also EQUALLY true & 

powerful. 

In the end, I would love to quote one of my favourite thinkers of our time, Tom Peters (from his book: 

Re-imagine!)  

“Dear Mr. Finance Department Head, Mr. Purchasing Director, Ms Retail 

Store Owner:  I will guarantee you a new lease on your professional life.... 

if you do just one thing. You must drop, excise, remove, expunge, the terms 

“product” and “service” from your work day vocabulary. When either 

term springs to your lips substitute “experience” or “dream.” That’s all.’’ 

If you are a CEO or business owner, think of writing a book about your enterprise in the next few 

years. The world would like to know HOW different and innovative you were in what you did, 

ofcourse apart from making money. 

This can be a starting point to make what you do interesting and innovative not only for making 

money, but also to become remarkable and therefore memorable! 

(Remember: This is a cultural issue & company culture is an off balance sheet item.) 

(Little Home Work) 

Put a deadline to finish a book on your talk of the town 

entrepreneurial journey. 



 

 

    

    

    

    

“Chase the vision, not the money; the money will end up followin“Chase the vision, not the money; the money will end up followin“Chase the vision, not the money; the money will end up followin“Chase the vision, not the money; the money will end up following you.” g you.” g you.” g you.”     Tony HsiehTony HsiehTony HsiehTony Hsieh        ZapposZapposZapposZappos    CEOCEOCEOCEO



 

 

 

 

 

Twentyone: 

What Next?What Next?What Next?What Next?



 

 

Ten Commandments to move with the Bread:  

a) Accept – Customer Experience is the KEY to business success 

b) Commit – For better Customer Experiences. It’s a cultural issue and requires metamorphoses 

(Tom Peters would say: Dramatically, altered, perspectives)   

c) Do - Whatever it takes –Today, NOW (For NOW see appendix 3) 

d) Offer - Talk of the town shareable CX 

e) Enable - Sharing of interesting customer experience stories  

f) See – The change in customer and employee happiness by measuring it  

g) Find – Purpose above just PROFIT 

h) Report – Non Financial Impacts of your enterprise 

i) Enjoy – Brand built by C 2 C communication 

j) Celebrate – Happiness in the ecosystem as a result of your enterprise 

 

A quote by Mark Twain from the book – ‘Creative Confidence’ aptly summarises the need to know 

the new world,  

“It’s not what you don’t know that gets you into trouble; it’s what you 

know for sure that ain’t so.”   

“Don’t be fooled by what you “know for sure” about your customers, 

yourself, your business or the world. Seek out opportunities to observe and 

update your world view.”  

The Bread is The Bread is The Bread is The Bread is movingmovingmovingmoving    rapidly rapidly rapidly rapidly in this in this in this in this new new new new sharing sharing sharing sharing world, world, world, world, where where where where better Cbetter Cbetter Cbetter Customer Experienceustomer Experienceustomer Experienceustomer Experience    is is is is 

mandatorymandatorymandatorymandatory....



 

 

    

    

    

    

    ““““Traditional corporations, particularly largeTraditional corporations, particularly largeTraditional corporations, particularly largeTraditional corporations, particularly large----scale service and manufacturing businesses are scale service and manufacturing businesses are scale service and manufacturing businesses are scale service and manufacturing businesses are 

organized for efficiency Or consistency, but not joy. Joy comes from surprise and connection organized for efficiency Or consistency, but not joy. Joy comes from surprise and connection organized for efficiency Or consistency, but not joy. Joy comes from surprise and connection organized for efficiency Or consistency, but not joy. Joy comes from surprise and connection 

and humanity and transparency and newand humanity and transparency and newand humanity and transparency and newand humanity and transparency and new… … … … If you fear special requests, ifIf you fear special requests, ifIf you fear special requests, ifIf you fear special requests, if    youryouryouryour    staff with cogs, staff with cogs, staff with cogs, staff with cogs, 

if you have to put it all in a manual, then the chances of amazing someone are really quite if you have to put it all in a manual, then the chances of amazing someone are really quite if you have to put it all in a manual, then the chances of amazing someone are really quite if you have to put it all in a manual, then the chances of amazing someone are really quite 

low.”low.”low.”low.”    Seth GodinSeth GodinSeth GodinSeth Godin    American author, American author, American author, American author, speaker,speaker,speaker,speaker,    entrepreneurentrepreneurentrepreneurentrepreneur    
    “It is the foremost task and responsibility of our generation to “It is the foremost task and responsibility of our generation to “It is the foremost task and responsibility of our generation to “It is the foremost task and responsibility of our generation to rererere----imagine our enterprises imagine our enterprises imagine our enterprises imagine our enterprises 

and institutions, public and private.” and institutions, public and private.” and institutions, public and private.” and institutions, public and private.”     Tom PetersTom PetersTom PetersTom Peters    Management thinker and author, In search of ExcellenceManagement thinker and author, In search of ExcellenceManagement thinker and author, In search of ExcellenceManagement thinker and author, In search of Excellence



 

 

 

 

 

Appendix - 1 

FFFFeedback eedback eedback eedback Form & Scorecard MatrixForm & Scorecard MatrixForm & Scorecard MatrixForm & Scorecard Matrix



 

 

    

 

 

Note: Management has to keep watch if the scorecard is in sync with what the customer actually 

does as there may be a difference in what they say and what they do.



 

 

 

 

 

Appendix - 2 

MoreMoreMoreMore    Economics of Better CXEconomics of Better CXEconomics of Better CXEconomics of Better CX



 

 

    

 

How equal budget spent on marketing and better customer experience creation by two different 

companies can have different economic implications. Use this with data for your enterprise.   

C - Better CX customers buy more 

D - Better CX customers buy more frequently 

Apply your own variables. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Appendix - 3 

Quick Wins Quick Wins Quick Wins Quick Wins ––––    Industry wiseIndustry wiseIndustry wiseIndustry wise



 

 

    

(Brain storm ideas with your team and implement select few which can make a visible impact.)  

Banking a) Advise call center executives to ask customers about the 

problem first rather than asking a whole lot of information 

before he can state his problem. 

b) Without fail reply to an email in less than 24 hours (even 

less is better, but no more.) (Automated replies are as good 

as no replies.) 

c) Invite a senior citizen out of  turn from the queue. 

d) Have a clearly visible  link on the website for helpdesk, 

email and call center on all pages. 

e) Once a customer, there should be no more form filling for 

any other purposes. 

f) Have toy bank for minor account holders. Would you not  

like to capture the future generation into your fold? 

g) Check possibility of WILL making and wealth planning 

advisory even at cost, but free is better.  

h) Become a better community person. 

Insurance a) Offer special benefits to join a health club. 

b) Have a one page clear policy document. 

c) Educate personally, policy holders for claim eligibility and 

the process after policy purchase. 

d) Send flower bouquets to hospitalised patient once claim 

form is submitted. 

e) Arrange for diet & fitness consultant after policy purchase 



for free. 

f) Counselling for adequate non life policies by life insurance 

companies. 

g) Concierge services for family of hospitalised customers.  

(Isn’t a healthy customer more profitable to insurance 

companies?! More time to use the funds and delayed claims!)   

Professional Firms a) Have various process flow charts for the benefit of clients - 

how and when the work will get done. 

b) Have a solution mindset and not a piecemeal service 

approach. 

c) Have a proactive hygiene check-up every few years. 

d) Have online relevant content creation to engage with clients. 

e) Have a training program for customers’ staff. 

f) Gift relevant books to customer. 

g) Lunch with customers once in a while is also not a bad idea. 

h) Some firms even offer car servicing while the client is taking 

consultation!! (many such innovative ideas can be explored, 

may not be relevant for services sought but can act as a 

goodwill gesture)  

Healthcare – Hospital a) Have better appointment time management. 

b) Have engaging activities during long waiting time. 

c) Have discharge process simplified and quicker. 

d) Have games designed to be played by patients to keep them 

engaged and in the process make him aware about hospital 

processes. 
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e) Have ease of consulting post treatment. 

f) Have relatives in mind when designing the experience. 

g) Educate for preventive health care. 

h) Send gifts to customers who write positive reviews online. 

i) Send gifts and thank you notes to customers who writes 

negative review online with a promise to improve. 

j) Offer referral discount to existing patient which they can gift 

and in turn get a discount during the next visit. 

k) Offer coffee shop coupon to patients. 

l) Send thank you notes to referral patients. 

m) Though we don’t wish, but shouldn’t a patient come back to 

you for any treatment? Therefore, make his stay enjoyable 

and memorable. 

Real Estate Company a) Under promise and over deliver. Customer surprise can 

enhance experience.   

b) Movers and packers services while moving to a new flat. 

c) Discount coupon from nearby mall / stores. 

d) Memorable welcome on possession - inviting guests, lunch, 

photos. 

e) Welcome kit to contain, personalised letter from the 

Chairman, a few pre-printed change of address letters   

f) In-house existing customers magazine showcasing their 

family members' talent. 

g) Annual achievers award from all project residents. 



h) Scholarship to deserving students from all the projects. 

i) Periodic free check up of in house plumbing, electrical and 

other help on call for few years. 

j) Concierge services for all residents at minimal cost.   

k) Birthday & Anniversary gifts are also not a bad idea. 

Retail Store a) Offer unannounced discount. 

b) Has a no question asked’ return policy 24 X 7. 

c) Special lucky draw daily (or weekly) for free shopping. 

d) Surprise service call post purchase. 

e) Design to influence all senses. 

f) Promote social causes and involve customers. 

g) Doing business is a movement – some for profit and some 

not for profit. Celebrate your entrepreneurial journey with 

the customer. 

h) Become a campaigner of better surrounding community.   

Restaurant a) Have free surprise day – like happy hour. 

b) Provide cuisine/recipe booklet to customers. 

c) Have free recipe classes. 

d) Have quicker home delivery services. 

e) Call select customers every time a new recipe is launched to 

taste it. May be free or discounted. 

Hotel a) Have an online check-in facility. 

b) Have free car wash services. 

c) Check rooms from every aspect before allotting to new 
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guests. Though obvious but...  

d) Offer surprise discounts, surprise dessert, surprise 

sightseeing, find ways to surprise and delight.   

e) Know the purpose of a visit in advance to add more value. 

f) Offer free guides for local specialties, events and places.  

Railways a) Have the basics right - no unauthorised travellers, clean 

compartments  & clean platforms. 

b) Best brand food stalls on platforms and during travels. 

Quality of food is an enormous area of improvement as well 

as the opportunity. 

c) Have on-board library, game studio, saloon & movie theatre. 

d) Message destination station service layout, basic city related 

information to passengers 

e) Complete concierge services include vehicle drop and pick 

up, luggage management on platform, food service on board, 

on call services menu during travel etc.  

E Commerce  a) Have subject mastery in the product/service your enterprise 

deals with and create relentless good content 

b) Ofcourse free, no question asked return policy, speed to 

delivery, UX friendly site are the basics. 

c) Physical goods parcel can do wonders with surprise and 

delight. When I registered with Very Happy people on 

Delivering Happiness site I was sent a box with a book copy 

signed by Tony, t shirt, CD and potato chips from the US by 

the company Zappos.com  

d) Aggregator sites must take ownership of fulfillment by the 



business partners. 

e) When an enterprise is fulfilling the need with ease they 

should look out for opportunities for delight as completion 

will escalate to that level. What is wrong in expecting a 

movie CD once a while or ice cream during the show from 

my regular online ticket booking site?  The mindset must 

change from ticket booking business to entertainment 

business.  

f) Registered users are members of your club so enhance club 

benefits.  

B 2 B a) Send periodic relevant feedback form to the owner and get it 

back duly filled. 

b) Meet or ask senior management team members to meet the 

front line team of customers to get real feedback. 

c) Get involved in problems of the customers to make them 

successful. 

d) Involve them in your new inventions/product launches. 

e) Refer new customers to your customers. 

f) Have periodic best practice exchange program.  

Government/ Municipalities a) Have online availability of every services citizen needs. 

b) Have regular interactive programs on preventive health care, 

civic issues, resource utilisation like water, power etc. 

c) Have regular citizen interaction programs. 

d) Have community centers in each town having basic facilities 

like dispensary, library, gymkhana, counselling on various 

issues, citizen knowledge exchange programs.  

e) Have short education courses on various subjects like 
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sanitation and health care, education system and options, 

local leadership, volunteering, art, culture, drama etc. 

f) Train, train and retrain to sensitise employees about citizen 

needs, concerns and therefore empathetic response. 

  

(This is over and above fulfilling the basic needs very well and only when your enterprise is in an 

overhaul mode to become customer centric and customer experience is being redesigned. Without a 

culture change this will be superficial & will not last long. Remember these are just quick win ideas) 
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Thank You for Downloading My Book! 
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I love hearing what you have to say. 
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